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The American company Orgasmatronics has set out to com-

bine the world of sex toys and the world of science, or applied

physics, to be more precise. The company's mastermind, Dr. X.

Treme tells us more about his plans.

The 50 Shades of Grey movie has definitely been a tre-

mendous success, but has it also swept more customers

into the erotic stores, has it stimulated sales figures? EAN

asked several trade members about the film's impact. 

Would you give up the exciting life of a musician on

stage to take an office job? In this Monthly Mayhem,

we talk to someone who did just that – Paul Waudby

from British company Idweb (Xtrader).

Comingle is a start-up that is currently busy developing their first

product. It is called “Mod“ and should win over the trade and

the consumers due to its great customisation potential, 

Paul Clifton presents his product in our EAN interview.

While people often talk about saturation when asked about the

 situation in the Western European market, many other countries

are still a long way from reaching that point. Brazil is one of these

countries. Paulo Arêdes describes his work in a maturing market.

Page 100 Page 112

Page 78

Page 130

Page 54
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C O N T E N T

Leg Avenue Europe have added a new member to the roster to

offer their customers in the South of Europe more direct support

and even better service. From now on, Àlex Robles Minugell will

be the Leg Avenue Europe sales manager for that region. 

Unlike Europe, Australia got away more or less unscathed when the re-

cent economic crisis hit the market, so there hasn't been a dearth of

disposable income. Still, the Australian erotic market is faced with its

own set of challenges and stumbling blocks, as Rob Godwin explains.
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Zwaagdi jk ,  The Nether lands  -  Thursday 5th  March 2015

 marked an impor tant  and h i s to r ica l  day fo r  E ropar tner

 Dist r ibut ion. I t  was the day that the f i rs t  pole of their  new

bui lding was secured f i rmly into the ground of what wi l l  be

the new Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion premises. 

Eropartner Distribution Plants 
First New Building Pole

The momentous occasion was sha-

red by all the employees and the

founders, Sjerk Wieffering and Chris

Bakker. Longest serving staff member

warehouse manager  Justyna Szarvasi

was given the honours of placing the

first pole into the ground. Delighted

and excited by the expansion of the

company, Justyna believes this will

continue to take Eropartner Distribution

from strength to strength saying: “With

more space available, we be able

to stock even more innovative and

high quality products from all over the

world whilst still ensuring same day

shipping!” The new look Eropartner

 Distribution Headquarters will  boast a

total warehouse capacity area of

 approximately 2,500m² and a spa-

cious office floor of more than 500m².

The plans to move location has been

inspired by the predicted growth of

the company over the forthcoming

years. Since its arrival 10 years ago,

Eropartner Distribution has continued

to grow steadily with positive and pro-

fitable results each year. The com-

pany is confident this upward trend

will continue so much so that they

even have additional ground space

next to the new build available for

that inevitable future expansion. The

building is expected is scheduled for

completion in July 2015. 

The new Eropartner premises

N E W S

letter

from the editor
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“The internet of things“ was one of the key
topics at this year's Cebit, the world's big-
gest trade show for information techno-
logy – which takes place at the same lo-
cation as eroFame, Hanover. The devices
we use in our daily lives are to become
more “intelligent“, communicate with
each other, and support the users in their
every activity. The applications that have
been announced thus far range from use-
ful to doubtful. Machines that regulate the
electricity consumption of a household
and self-activate at the right time? That
seems like a sensible idea. A shaver that
orders new razors at the push of a button?
That sounds more like a lousy gadget than
a way to really improve my life.
Products that exploit the growing connecti-
vity of our world can also be found in the
erotic market. So far, most concepts in this
area are limited to remotely controlling a
vibrator via the internet, so it makes sense
that they are summed up under the term
Teledildonics. Apart from controlling a vi-
brator from another country, the other
areas of application for this technology
still remain vague, however. 
But there can be no doubt that more and
more erotic products will tap into the po-
tential of this internet of things in the future.
One reason that is particularly important
to the erotic industry here is to gain the
trust of the consumers and to keep it. In
addition to that, these products will not
only generate pleasure for the user, but
also data. The internet of things is going
to churn out great amounts of data, con-
stantly, incessantly, and these data can
then be harvested, analysed, and sold by
the producers. At the moment, most con-
sumers don't care if their electricity provi-
der knows  about the current length of
their stubbles. But when it comes to inti-
mate details of their lives, this indifference
could evaporate quickly. When, where,
and with whom you've used an erotic pro-
duct to reach an orgasm – that kind of in-
formation is certainly useful for the industry,
and probably also worth some money,
but at the end of the day, it should always
be up to the user to decide which parts
of his life are recorded that way. Otherwise,
there is a very real risk that even the most
beautiful and useful technological inno-
vations collect dust on the store shelves.

That’s it for this month!
Randolph Heil

Dear readers 

The Eropartner team celebrating

the start of construction 
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Las Vegas, USA - Empowered Products,  Inc. (EMPO), a US-based manufacturer of sexual

wel lness products,  announced that i ts  award-winning PINK and Gun Oi l  brands of personal

lubr icants have received CE cer t i f icat ion and the CE Mark as Class 1 Medical Devices. 

Empowered Products 
Receives European CE Certification 

The certification enables Empowered Products to

 expand distribution and sale of its PINK and Gun Oil

products throughout mass market pharmacy and gro-

cery outlets and adult wholesalers in the European Union

(EU). "I am very proud that our PINK and Gun Oil products

now bear the CE Mark," said Scott Fraser, president and

CEO of Empowered Products. "This is an important

 accomplishment and a critical step in our company's

plan to market and sell our products worldwide." The CE

Mark is mandatory for specific product groups

in the European Economic Area (EEA) which

consists of the 27 Member States of the

EU and the European Free Trade Asso-

ciation (EFTA) countries of Iceland, Norway,

Switzerland and Liechtenstein. The European

Commission describes the CE Mark as

an EU "passport" which fosters free cir-

culation of products within the EEA.

Hanover, Germany -

Since its introduction

to the market five years

ago, the micro-sets by

German manufacturer

JOYDIVISION are a well

known accessory for all

friends of small toys. The

chief attraction of this

line: all the toys come in sets with two silicone casings

as well as a powerful electric bullet vibe. The casings

 included in the sets have different textures to suit all

 situations. The bullet vibe offers three different levels of

intensity. The sets are offered in two different versions,

called „Gyro“ and „Ladylike“. The first one is available in

a multitude of colors: violet + white, pink + pistachio,

red + anthracite as well as orange + light blue. “Lady-

like” can be bought in the color combinations red +

green, pink + black, black + red and blackberry +

lilac. All toys are made of medical grade silicone, are

exceptionally quiet and are made in Germany. 

PINK and Gun Oil Brands are classified as Class 1 Medical Devices

N E W S

JOYDIVISION 
„rocket in my pocket“

The micro-sets -

For all friends of small toys
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S t  A lbans ,  England -  UK D is t r ibutor  Net  1on1 Wholesa le

 fur ther expanded the brand presence of Fif ty Shades of Grey

last month as an Off icial  P leasure Col lect ion pop-up shop

was launched in the iconic Fenwick’s depar tment store on

Bond Street,  in the hear t of Mayfair.  

Net 1on1 Help Fenwick’s Department
Store Feel Fifty Shades Effect 

Working closely to realise and

 action this high-end retail, stra-

tegic approach, Jim Primrose, Gene-

ral Sales Manager for Lovehoney and

Sebastian Gonzalez, Sales Manager

for Net 1on1 Wholesale are pleased

with the results and what this means

for both businesses and the brand.

Sebastian says, “Since joining forces

with Lovehoney when the Fifty Shades

collection launched, we’ve worked

hard to position the brand in such a

way that would not only appeal to

our existing customers, but also bey-

ond. We feel we are continuing to

achieve great results by shifting our

sales focus from primarily adult, into

mainstream, by approaching major

stores, which reflect the brand’s target

market. After the huge success of the

Harmony, Oxford Street store window

display, we worked quickly to achieve

sales momentum by approaching

 other landmark retailers within the

 capital. After all, we feel it’s important

to not only distribute the range but

also promote such a prevalent brand,

ensuring a deeper brand loyalty and

therefore consistent sales potential as

the next two films are rolled out.” 

The Fenwick’s pop-up shop retails a

cross-section of pieces from the

 Official Pleasure Collection, focusing

more on the softer products and toys,

including the new luxury collection,

with the Wickedly Tempting Clitoral

 Vibrator being one of the star perfor-

mers. All hand-picked to sit well along-

side other major, high-end brands

 within the store. Jim Primrose, excited

by the future prospects and conti-

nued achievements of Net 1on1

Wholesale says, “The FSoG Official

Pleasure and Sensual Care Collecti-

ons have proven to be a hit across

many retail channels, with the brand

recognition so strong, it was inevitable

that mainstream retailers would show

an interest. When Net1on1 told me

they had an inquiry from Fenwicks, it

was very exciting. They did an incre-

dible job with limited time they had,

and managed to provide Fenwicks

with an exceptional plan. I was  -

delighted when I visited the store to

see the plan in action which included

staff training on the products and  -

merchandising of the range.”

N E W S
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Bond Street, London 

An Official Pleasure Collection pop-up shop was

launched in the Fenwick’s department store in London 

Montréal, Canada - Discover the new

Shunga Erotic Art massage candles for

an ultimate warm sensual massage. With a

beautiful new design and easy to pour shape,

they now come in two sizes: 170 ml and 30 ml.

The candles are made with

100% natural oils.

Shunga candles will

produce lukewarm oil at the touch

and that will not burn. It will leave your

skin soft and silky without clogging

 pores. Now available in 6 aphrodisiac

perfume: Vanilla Fetish, Rose Petals,

Exotic Fruits, Sparkling Strawberry Wine,

Exotic Green tea and Intoxicating

Chocolate.

Fire it up with the new Shunga massage candles!

The new Shunga Erotic Art massage

candles come in two sizes 



Sevi l la,  Spain -  Miguel Capi l la,  the F leshl ight European Commercial  Manager,  has just

 announced the launching of the Fleshl ight Warmer in Europe. The product was worldwide

presented during the ANME, AVN and XBIZ shows in L.A . last January. 

The Fleshlight Warmer

This latest Fleshlight upgrade is designed

to warm the SuperSkin sleeve to a snug

temperature, just like the real thing. The

Fleshlight Warmer substitutes the traditional

heating process of the sleeves by making

it easier and saving time. In less than five

minutes the sleeve will reach 40° Celsius

and will maintain the temperature so it's

ready to go when the user is. Just plug the

Warmer in, using either the USB cable or

wall charger provided, and mount the Fleshlight sleeve

on the upright rod. With this new Fleshlight device, the

company is responding to requests from

many Fleshlight users, who really asked for

this improvement. The Fleshlight Warmer

is available from March 12th and joined

the Kiiroo (which was launched by 

Mid-February) as the two new releases

from Fleshlight since 2015 began. Miguel

 Capilla commented: “Stay tuned as we

are always developing new products. 

They are expected to be launched new

Fleshlight Girls soon, as Angela White and Tanya Tate,

and many other surprises…”.

40° Celsius

N E W S

Now available in Europe:

The Fleshlight Warmer 
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St Albans, England - Exclusively avai lable in the UK f rom dist r ibutor Net 1on1 Wholesale,

the Pulse I I  Solo and Pulse I I  Duo are the latest product releases f rom adult  l i festyle brand,

Hot Octopuss. Fol lowing on f rom the success of the f i rs t  Pulse male masturbator,  launched

in November 2013, the brand has been gaining considerable attent ion and accolades

from the Adult  industr y and community across 2014 and 2015. 

Pulses Are Rising At 
Net 1on1 As Pulse II Duo & Solo Debut

Hot Octopuss has also gained

strong recognition in the main-

stream consumer market too, as the

unique design and concept has

 piqued media interest, keen to

 explore male pleasure products. 

Both the Duo and

Solo offer the

same male

experience which can be used from

flaccid or while erect. As a solo toy,

the Pulse can be used in two ways,

as both a “revolutionary next-gene-

ration masturbator” and a “static

 stimulator” with the PulsePlate tech-

nology massaging the frenulum.

Specific to the Duo, is the addition

of a soft, vibrating underside for

female stimulation while in

use as a cou-

ples toy, and

an independent,

wireless re-

mote control to

change speed settings.

Both toys are 100% waterproof and

offer five stimulation modes with

 adjustable intensity.  Sebastian Gon-

zalez, Sales Manager at Net 1on1

Wholsale says,  “Hot Octopuss has

been an excellent addition to our

catalogue for many reasons. From

the unique design, look, and feel of

the first model to the added value

and versatility of the newer models,

our customers find it easy to invest

in a product and brand with such a

great track record and medical

 underpinnings. There is no hard sell

with the Pulse II Duo and Solo, as

the product speaks for itself!”

Both products are exclusively available in the UK from Net 1on1 Wholesale

N E W S
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Stockholm, Sweden - Swedish

pleasure enhancement brand

Viamax now introduces the Maxi-

mizer Plus, an all natural Single

Daily Product that maximizes male

strength and energy. “This unique,

highly effective newcomer of the

Viamax already strong lineup fills

a nutritional gap in our daily diet

that is known to cause male

energy problems, and it does so

with the convenience of being a

one-a-day dietary sup-

plement”, says Viamax

Commercial Manager,

Peter Ackerfeldt.

Among the ingredients

of the Viamax Maximizer

Plus is Korean Ginseng,

Fenugreek and Tribulus,

all known as so-called

super plants, which have

been tried and tested as

male enhancements for

centuries. Altogether Via-

max Maximizer Plus pro-

vides all the essential

 vitamins, minerals and

nutrients necessary for a

complete and balanced

daily male enhance-

ment formulation that

support blood circulation

by the creation of nitric

oxide.

The Pulse II Solo and Pulse II Duo are the latest

product releases from British adult lifestyle brand Hot Octopuss

New from Viamax: The Maximizer Plus 

Viamax introduces Maximizier Plus
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Wakefield, England - Planet Ear th Wholesale’s

la tes t  UK exc lus ive product  range,  Tom of

 Fin land, has achieved unprecedented levels

of pre-order sales i t  has been announced. 

The brand, which will be unveiled for the first time during

this year’s ETO Show, is inspired by the world famous

imagery of Tom of Finland and offers a range of products

that capture the theme and spirit of his erotic works. From

dildos to bondage equipment, the Tom of Finland brand

contains the very essence of Touko Laaksonen’s art, which

was often composed of graphic depictions of gay sexuality

with hyper masculine comic style images. Driving the

 spearhead of innovation, Tom of Finland will launch with

an initial offering of products which will continue to expand

throughout the year.  Speaking about Tom of Finland, Louise

Boote, Managing Director of Planet Earth said: “We were

delighted to have secured the Tom of Finland brand. As

you can imagine, many wholesalers were competing for

exclusivity on what is one of the best-known gay brands in

the world today so for Planet to be chosen as the best

place to push this brand further was a huge coup for us.

Made up of a huge array of exciting products, Tom of

 Finland will be an eye-catching offering for any store –

whether they are aimed at gay or straight consumers.”

Tom of Finland Breaks
Pre-Order Record

Planet Earth Wholesale

The Tom of Finland product line will be unveiled

for the first time during this year’s ETO Show
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London, England - Launching i ts  PULSE I I  sex toy ser ies,  award-winning Br i t ish company Hot

Octopuss is  chal lenging people who are unsatisf ied with their  sex l ives to r ise up and join

the new sexual revolut ion. Research conducted by the brand reveals that three out of four

people (78%) feel uncomfor table talking to their  par tners about what they want in the

 bedroom; 69 per cent feel underwhelmed by, unhappy with, or simply bored of their cur rent

sex l ives; and a mere thi rd of people (31%) claim to be sat isf ied in the sack. 

Hot Octopuss pushes for new sexual revolution
with launch of PULSE II sex toy collection

Hot Octopuss's new PULSE II

 series has been developed

with the user experience at the

 forefront, in close collaboration with

a wide range of customers of all

ages,  sexualities, genders and

 levels of ability and disability. While

PULSE II SOLO is for male solo use

only, the PULSE II DUO has been

 developed specifically for hetero-

sexual couples and is the first sex

toy ever to incorporate two sepa-

rate, independently-controlled

 motors that aim to simultaneously

satisfy the different stimulatory

needs of both male and female

partners. Under the banner ‘Sex Not

Stigma’, Hot Octopuss is  inviting

people to join a global conversa-

tion, encouraging couples to talk

honestly and openly about their sex

lives in order to improve their

 relationships. Hot Octopuss is kick-

starting the conversation with a

thought-provoking video showing

couples talking frankly about sex

and how introducing sex toys to the

bedroom has changed their lives

for the better. People are also

 invited to join the conversation on

social media using #SexNotStigma.

The video can be viewed at

 YouTube. 

The survey also showed that

 reasons people were dissatisfied

with their sex lives included: lack

of  excitement and adventure; lack

of experimentation with new toys

and positions; and romance and

love simply being lost. But despite

the apparent embarrassment of

the majority of people in broa-

ching the subject of sex toys, those

who had already introduced

them, or had spoken openly to

their partners about their needs,

were adamant that their sex lives

had improved drastically as a

 result. Adam Lewis, Hot Octopuss

co-founder and designer of PULSE,

said: “Hot Octopuss exists to

 improve people’s sex lives, regard-

less of their age, gender, sexual

preference or physical ability. For

too long there has been a stigma

attached to the use of sex toys,

holding people back from saying

what they really want in bed. Some

of the hardest silences to break

are those in the bedroom, which

is why we want to start a sexual

 revolution where people feel they

can break free from the shackles

of stereotype and tell their partners

what they really want.

There is often a taboo around

 talking about wanting or liking sex

if you are older, or disabled, or if

you just don’t fit the ‘sexy’stereo-

type in some way. And for a long

time the depiction of men as users

of sex toys has been as seedy or

perverted, and has prevented

them from being able to have an

honest dialogue, despite women

talking openly about using toys for

years. We want to start a conver-

sation that acknowledges that

everyone should be able to talk

openly about what they want in

bed. There are many people out

there trying to fight that stigma

alone and we hope that we can

bring everyone together under the

banner ‘Sex Not Stigma'."

PULSE II  DUO & PULSE II SOLO

N E W S
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PULSE II DUO is priced at €129/ £89

and PULSE II SOLO at €89/ £69
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Almere, The Netherlands -  TOYJOY Just For You

has ex tended i t s  g reat  assor tment  o f  (g i f t )

 boxes with the Mega Surpr ise Box and the Sexy

Weekend box; both f i l led with high-qual i ty,  fun

and playful  TOYJOY i tems. 

Fancy a Mega Surprise
or a Sexy Weekend?

They make the perfect gift for lovers that want to try it all! The

new, ready to order Mega Surprise box and the Sexy Week-

end boxes contain something for everyone: a high-quality

erotic DVD, a vibrating egg, furry cuffs, a feather tickler, a

 glamourous vibrator, lubricant, Kama Sutra playing cards, a

selection of cock rings, a butt plug, a massage candle, an

eye-mask and a dash of rose petals to add a seductive

touch of romance. Encourage your customers to treat them-

selves, a friend or that someone special to a complete erotic

experience with these new Just For You gift boxes by

TOYJOY! The Mega Surprise and Sexy Weekend boxes are

part of the extensive TOYJOY Just For You collection; which

 offers (gift) boxes for every occasion and every preference.

All boxes are already packaged in a festive way and filled

with a great selection of erotic products.

Hanover, Germany - In order to achieve an orgasm, a

well trained pelvic floor can do wonders for women. If

the musculature of the pelvic floor is well supplied with blood,

a stronger stimulation can be reached. The whole genital

area becomes more sensitive. JOYDIVISION offers a small se-

cret to help all women: the Joyballs secret can be worn wit-

hout making a sound or having to deal with a disruptive string.

That way, they can be worn in every situation. Even five minutes

a day can help to improve a woman’s orgasm. According to

the sexual therapist Karl Stifter have women with a stronger

musculature of the pelvic floor have a threefold higher chance

of reaching orgasm, but only 50%

of women even know, how to

 selectively tense their muscles.

TOYJOY Just For You 

Fight for your right 
to orgasm

Even five minutes a day can help

to improve a woman’s orgasm
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Chatswor th, USA - Pipedream is proud to announce that a famil iar

face has joined the Dream Team as they welcome Chris Armstrong to

the sales depar tment. In his new role, Armstrong wil l  lend his extensive

experience and proven track record to increase sales and maintain

the manufactur ing powerhouse’s booming global presence.

Pipedream Welcomes Chris Armstrong

took him from warehouse employee to Account

 Executive in just two years. Bilingual in English and

Spanish, he will represent Pipedream’s growing South

American customer base.

“I’m thrilled to be part of the most well recognized and

well respected brand,” said Armstrong. “There are some

big shoes to fill but hard work is nothing new to me. I’m

very excited about this new adventure.”

Manufacturer Adds Veteran Exec to Sales Team

N E W S
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Almere, The Netherlands - Love fetish gear, but hate

the hassle of putting it on? Scala Playhouse now stocks

several new products by pjur, such as the Cult Dressing

Aid, that make getting dressed

a whole lot easier! The new Cult

Dressing Aid by pjur not only helps

you slip easily in any tight fitting

design; it also optimizes the look

and feel of your clothing, keeping it smooth and soft!

Besides helping you get dressed, pjur also helps to make

sure your rubber and latex clothing always keeps its sexy

shine. The Cult Ultra Shining Spray provides maximum

sheen while protecting and treating the design to maintain

its quality. Cult Ultra Shining Spray is not sticky and doesn’t

leave any spots. Combine it with the Cult Dressing Aid for

optimal results! Another new pjur product in the Scala

Playhouse assortment is the Power Lubricant Gel. This

 product has a heavier and thicker formula than pjur’s

 Original lube. It is especially designed for less friction and

is a great choice for a therapeutic or erotic massage.

The gel spreads out slower than a standard lubricant and

guarantees no messy clean-ups.

Get your fetish on with pjur

“As Pipedream continues to grow and expand,

we need dynamic people and Chris is the

 perfect fit,” said Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino.

“His reputation and experience makes him a tremen-

dous asset to our continued growth around the world.

We’re very happy to have him on the team.”

Armstrong brings along over ten years of experience

from Honey’s Place, where his exceptional work ethic

Chris Armstrong has joined Pipedream 
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Bath, England - Fi f ty Shades of Grey has powered to the top

of the social media char ts in the same way that i t  domina-

ted the box off ice. Research from digital  adver t is ing f i rm

Pixabi l i ty  reveals  that  Fi f ty  Shades of  Grey mater ia l  had

more than 329 mil l ion views on social media in the run up

to Valent ine’s Day. 

Lovehoney Benefit From Fifty Shades of
Grey Social Media Takeover

The Official Fifty Shades of Grey

 movie trailers and advertisements

garnered more than 113 million views

on YouTube. Speaking in an interview

with Variety Magazine, Pixability’s Chief

Technology Officer Andrea Goeldi

said: “It’s the most successful launch

from a trailer-view perspective in some

time.” Fifty Shades of Grey also

 enjoyed 3 million Facebook likes, 2.1

million Facebook shares. This kind of

exposure on social media combined

with record-breaking box office figures

and unprecedented book sales has

cemented Fifty Shades of Grey as a

credible brand, instantly recognisable

to people all around the world. "The

massive social media reach for Fifty

Shades of Grey demonstrates that the

brand is the perfect and easy way to

instantly engage with consumers in

store and online," said  Lovehoney 

co-founder Richard Longhurst. "Fifty

Shades of Grey is simply in a different

league when it comes to consumer

brand recognition." Lovehoney, the

UK’s biggest online sex toy retailer,

owns the exclusive global rights to

manufacture all Official Fifty Shades

of Grey pleasure products. The firm

saw first hand the power of social me-

dia, experiencing spikes in sales after

each trailer was released and has

seen popularity for their items soar in

recent weeks. “We sold over a million

Fifty Shades of Grey items in 2014 and

we can already see that 2015 will be

even bigger - sales in advance of the

movie release and in the days that

followed have surpassed all expecta-

tions,” said Longhurst. Lovehoney has

three Official Fifty Shades of Grey ran-

ges: The Pleasure Collection, The Sen-

sual Collection and the recently laun-

ched Red Room Collection, which

consists of 10 high-quality leather

 bondage items inspired by scenes

from the film. The company worked

closely with E L James to create all

three lines and Lovehoney is credited

in the Fifty Shades of Grey movie as

official  supplier of products seen in

the Red Room. For more information

about stocking any of the Official Fifty

 Shades of Grey items please contact

the Lovehoney Trade Sales team - 

tradesalesteam@lovehoney.co.uk

Global brand recognition 
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From now on S&T Rubber is offe-

ring two new exciting SVAKOM

products: SVAKOM Emma Warming

plum red and SVAKOM Emma

 Warming violet. Emma has a strong

stamina, a warming function

 because of an internal heating

 element and an extraordinary

shape. The vibrator is delivering

powerful but whisper quiet vibrations

including five vibrating patterns and

 is also equipped with SVAKOM's

 “Intelligent Mode”. Emma is water-

proof, rechargeable and made

from silicone. It comes with a char-

ging cable, a pouch and a Rabbit-

extension. More Information about

S&T Rubber and its products are

available at www.strubbi.com and

by phone (+49 (0)6834 – 4006 – 0).

The recently launched Red Room Collection consists of

10 high-quality leather bondage items

SVAKOM's Emma Emma is now available from S&T 
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner has revealed the 

top 5 most viewed videos on its YouTube channel – www.you-

tube.com/eropar tner. In the coveted number 1 slot, is the

TENGA eggs commercial followed by the Male Edge instruc-

tional video in the number 2 position. In number 3, it’s the

Ohmibod Naughtibod commercial and the Durex Play Lubri-

cants commercial comes in at number 4. Last but not least,

at number 5 it’s the Big Tease Toys VerSpanken commercial. 

Eropartner Top 5 YouTube 
Videos Hit 1.5 Million Views

Informative, education and enter-

taining it is no surprise that

 collectively the Eropartner Top 5

YouTube videos have had a

 massive 1.5 million views to date.

Eropartner launched its YouTube

channel in 2005. Inspired to

 provide an avenue where compa-

nies could communicate their

brand message and information

about their products in a way in

which the manufacturer wanted.

Eropartner knew this would serve as

an additional sales and marketing

tool that would help the manu-

facturer and the retailer to show-

case and explain the product and

for the end consumer in understan-

ding it. The channel currently

 features 520 videos and has over

700 channel subscribers. To date,

the Eropartner YouTube channel

has received in excess of 3.7 million

views. This service is available to all

the brands Eropartner represents

and it is free to submit video con-

tent.  All videos featured are made

available to Eropartner customers,

who are encouraged to share and

to utilise the videos to help sell pro-

duct. Elcke Wieffering, buyer at

 Eropartner, says: “The videos can

be used for in-store screens, staff

training and online sales. Our chan-

nel is updated every week and the

numbers show product videos are

important, whether it’s instructional

or commercial. All product videos

are shown on our distribution

 website as well, this combined with

the product descriptions and pictu-

res our customers are being

 informed in the best way possible.

It’s another great tool for us to

 support the brands we carry.”

www.youtube.com/eropartner
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Eropartner launched its YouTube channel in 2005

Hongkong, China - Nomi Tang,

the German adult lifestyle toy

brand, has signed a distribution

agreement with Grutinet S.L. for dis-

tributing the line’s products in Spain. 

Started from an online shop in

1999, now Grutinet has developed

itself as a successful wholesaler in

Europe with a variety of services:

wholesaling, drop shipping, home-

shopping gatherings and home-

parties. “We’re very excited to

establish the partnership with

 Grutinet. Now, since Nomi Tang has

a full product line with prostate

massager, clit-, rabbit- and G-spot

vibrators, Kegel balls and other

 essential products we believe that

joining forces makes perfectly

sense for both sides in order to

 better serve our Spanish customers

with our stylish Nomi Tang

 products.”, said Michelle Wei, re-

sponsible for the brand’s develop-

ment in Europe. For more informa-

tion about the Nomi Tang product

line and Grutinet, please feel free

to email: nomi@nomitang.com.

Nomi Tang signs distribution deal with Grutinet

From now on Grutinet is

distributing Nomi Tang in Spain 
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Los Angeles,  USA – The Screaming O has int roduced the Orbit  P lus,  a new double-r ing

erection band with sof ter SEBS mater ial  for a st retchier,  more comfor table f i t .  This new

cock r ing features two separate r ings – one for around the shaf t and the other for around

the testicles – with power ful vibration posit ioned for isolated clitoral and perineal massage. 

The Screaming O Debuts 
Orbit Plus Double Erection Ring 

This multifaceted design helps

 prevent premature “blast-off” while

massaging two of the most sensitive

areas on the body for astronomical

orgasms every time! The Orbit Plus

boasts an extended apex-like clitoral

vibrator positioned vertically to mas-

sage not just the clitoris, but also the

clitoral hood and its surrounding sen-

sitive zones with three warp speeds

plus a pulse function. This full-contact

design provides the most complete

clitoral stimulation possible and

 accommodates intimate areas of all

shapes and sizes. The Orbit Plus’s pe-

nis ring features a smooth interior that

lies flush against the skin for a stay-

put fit without the typical tight feeling

of most cock rings. This specialized fit

helps slow blood flow to keep him

harder longer while still feeling soft

and flexible against delicate skin. And

at the base of the testicle ring lies a

powerful mini motor that provides

 instant pleasure to his perineum and

stays put thanks to its secure and

 targeted fit. “The Orbit Plus provides

equal amounts pleasure and functio-

nality with a soft and supple form of

SEBS that has proved to be very po-

pular with our loyal fans,” The Screa-

ming O Account Executive Conde

Aumann said. “We had a lot of fun

incorporating our love of geeky spa-

ceship themes into the production

process while helping to create an

even more efficient erection ring. With

a distinctive rocket-like silhouette and

multi-functionality, the Orbit Plus is one

of this season’s most fun designs.” The

Orbit is reusable with AG13 batteries

that function for more than 45 minu-

tes and is made of 100% pure SEBS. 

New space-inspired ring features softer SEBS formula for a more comfortable fit
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The Orbit has been independently lab-tested

to assure optimum material quality 

Flensburg, Germany - Close2you

– the label stands for high quality

silicone love

toys with the

 tuneful name

from the world

of music. ORION

Wholesale is

now starting a

new chapter of

this best seller’s

success story:

the ORION exclusive lace lingerie

from the Close2you  label is availa-

ble right now! Sweet and sexy in

 attractive black lace with contras-

ting purple coloured  details – these

are the first six designs from the

Close2you lingerie collection and

which are also perfect for erotic

 foreplay. The lingerie was designed

exclusively at ORION and is a

 perfect fit, has an attractive look,

has various functions and comes in

high quality packaging - just like the

love toys with the same name. 

The mix of transparent powernet

and elastic lace, which is paired with

 discreet bows as well as the label’s

name on decorative pendants,

make these creations a unique fa-

vourite. The highlight: all Close2you

lingerie has a very inviting open

crotch – this means that the same-

named love toys can also be used

in erotic foreplay.

Close2you - 
Lace creation surprises from the best selling label

Lace lingerie is now added

to the Close2you label 
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Flensburg, Germany - The men’s l i festyle-underwear label

“Svenjoyment Underwear” stands for attractive men’s underwear

made out of top-quality fashionable material. The underwear

emphasises “a man’s best parts” with its sophisticated designs

and functions – attractive, sporty and extravagant.

Svenjoyment Underwear

The very popular so-called “functio-

nal underwear” has developed into

a true top-seller because, thanks to

the underwear’s numerous functions,

men can show off their assets

 perfectly and make that unwanted

padding “magically” disappear. The

classics are shirts with a shaping

function for the “no-belly effect” and

pants with a bum shaping function,

which creates a tight bum because

of the buttock-shaping seam. Further-

more, the “Svenjoyment Underwear”

collection also offers various functional

pants, which, because of their diffe-

rent functions, impressively draw

 attention to the penis and testicles.

The functional underwear from

 “Svenjoyment Underwear” stands out

from the rest because of its top quality

at an affordable price. All underwear

items are made out of very high

 quality material, which is a combina-

tion of very firm, figure forming fabric

and elastic material. The collection is

rounded off with special transgender

pants and high quality men’s corsets,

corsages and bodices.

For orders and further information

please contact: ORION Wholesale, 

Mr Hauke Christiansen, 

phone 0049-461-5040 210, 

fax 0049-461-5040 244, 

e-mail: hchristiansen@orion.de, 

www.orion-wholesale.com

High quality functional underwear for men
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“Svenjoyment Underwear” stands for

of top-quality fashionable material

attractive men’s underwear made out

powerful mini-vibe and a playful silky

sash. The We-Vibe Passionate Play

Collection is available to We-Vibe

authorized distributors for pick-up

 beginning March 9, 2015. The

 Passionate Play Collection makes a

 perfect gift for anniversaries, wed-

dings, bridal showers or birthdays. It

includes a special, limited edition

We-Vibe 4 Plus in aqua blue, a pearl

Tango by We-Vibe mini-vibe and a

bonus playful silky sash. The Col-

lection has a retail value of $268

USD. The MSRP is $199 USD / $209

CAD / €175 / £141. The limited

 edition We-Vibe 4 Plus comes in

beautiful silky-soft, aqua blue,

 medical-grade silicone. It’s 100%

waterproof and comes with a wire-

less remote control, USB charging

base and it’s ready to work with the

free We-Connect smartphone app. 

The small yet mighty Tango by 

We-Vibe is designed for precise

 external stimulation or pairing with a

silicone form for internal stimulation.

100% waterproof and body safe,

Tango recharges in just 90 minutes

and the low-power alert lets you

know when it’s time to recharge. 

The Passionate Play Collection also

 includes a bonus silky sash. The play-

ful sash can be used as a blindfold

or a gentle restraint.

Introducing the We-Vibe Passionate Play Collection

Ontario, Canada - We-Vibe  -

announced the introduction

of the We-Vibe Passionate Play  -

Collection. A limited edition gift set

including the world’s number one

selling couples vibra-

tor, the most

The We-Vibe Passionate Play Collection includes a special, limited edition We-Vibe 4 Plus in aqua blue,

a pearl Tango by We-Vibe mini-vibe and a bonus playful silky sash
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Wimbourne, England - "Just when we thought that Fleshl ight couldn’t get any better, they’ve

amped up their range with the sensational SleeveWarmer. We’ve snapped up this incredible

accessory and added i t  to our growing Fleshl ight por tfol io – we wi l l  be stocking i t  along

wi th  the la tes t  gadgets  f rom th i s  go - to  male p leasure

brand“, says Glenn Wilde f rom ABS Holdings.

ABS Holdings 
are expanding their Fleshlight portfolio

„Now, every Fleshlight experi-

ence is even more lifelike

thanks to the SleeveWarmer’s ability

to warm your SuperSkin sleeves to

a realistic body temperature. It’s

compatible with all Fleshlight

 products, making it an intimate

 investment that will reap rewards in

just minutes", adds Glenn Wilde. 

This clever accessory features a

heating rod that is  designed exclu-

sively for use with Fleshlight sleeves

and the non-slip rubber base

 ensures that it stays in place. It co-

mes with a USB cable for easy

 charging on the go and the wall

adaptor allows charging the

 SleeveWarmer using any electrical

outlet. (Fleshlight have ensured that

the US, UK, Canada, Australia and

the UK are catered for, making this

toy ideal for travel and spontane-

ous play). This accessory features

an automatic shut-off feature for

additional safety and the water

 resistant design adds extra pleasure

potential. "The Fleshlight Sleeve -

Warmer is perfect for fans of the

brand who already have a bud-

ding sleeve collection, but first time

users will love this accessory as an

exceptional introduction to the

brand that makes their first sleeve

experience as lifelike as possible.

We know our customers will love this

 super smart SleeveWarmer and

we’re excited that Fleshlight are

maximizing their input into the

 growing male market."

Fleshlight Sleeve Warmer 
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The Fleshlight Warmer is

now available from ABS 

king colours, sees the reinvigoration

of the relationship between the two

distributor powerhouses. Each bat-

tery operated vibrator has a unique

shaft providing varying levels of

 stimulation, multi-speed functions

and is whisper quiet for discreet use.

Danielle Warn, Head Buyer at Net

1on1 Wholesale says, “It’s great to

be working closely with Shots again,

their product offering has gone from

strength to strength over the years,

and I was really taken by the Love-

line brand as it was fresh and bright

for spring. We don’t currently stock a

collection with such unique colours,

so this will allow them to stand out

as well as suit customers looking to

add modern, entry-level, feminine

vibrators to their stores. I chose to

stock all of the available styles and

colour variations to give our custo-

mers the best choice and allow for

excellent merchandising opportuni-

ties. We’re also going to be offering

discount structures to our customers,

so would encourage anyone who’s

interested to speak to our sales

team about how we can effectively

add Loveline to their catalogue.”

St Albans, England

- In the first of

what will be three

new collections from

Shots Media added

to the Net 1on1

Wholesale catalo-

gue, the Loveline

brand makes its de-

but in time for Spring

and the ETO exhibi-

tion. The collection,

comprising of ten vi-

brators, all with vary-

ing designs and stri-

Spring Has Sprung At Net 1on1 As Loveline Collection Arrives

Net 1on1 has added Shots Media's Loveline brand

to their assortment 
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Almere, The Netherlands -  The Scala Fair  on the 8th and 9th of March was ful l  of innovation

and excitement due to the new products and col lect ions presented by Scala Playhouse

and i ts  suppl iers.  The Scala Fair  v is i tors saw the introduction of state-of-the-ar t  USB bul lets,

tasty drugstore i tems and beauti ful  pleasure providers!  

Innovation and excitement
at the Scala Fair!

The Scala Playhouse showroom

was buzzing with excitement

about the newest releases. TOYJOY,

the brand for fun, playful and great

quality adult novelties, presented two

new designs in the TOYJOY Designer

Edition range: the Hero and the Icon,

both luxurious high-quality couple

toys that Scala Playhouse expects to

be a bit hit with end-users. The brand

also introduced its upcoming line

iCome by TOYJOY: a collection of

plug & play USB bullets with the

 option of an energy pack and

 control capsule. Visitors of the Scala

Fair also got the chance to sample

the products of various new suppliers,

such as Nanma, Baci, Doreanse and

System JO. The latter is one of the

biggest brands in high-quality; body-

safe drugstore items and has several

great lines such as System JO Flavors:

a collection of flavored lubricants

with alluring tastes and names such

as Raspberry Sorbet, Watermelon

and Peachy Lips. The new KingCock

collection by Pipedream also drew

the attention of many visitors, as they

were amazed by the great lifelike

quality of the toys. Pipedream has

 certainly paid a lot of attention to de-

tail with the range: each vain on the

KingCock dildos is hand-painted.

Another range that generated great

interest was the new Impress line by

California Exotic Novelties, which offers

feminine, soft touch vibes in various

alluring shapes and sizes – some with

USB-rechargeable features.
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TOYJOY, Baci, Nanma, System Jo … 

explains, “We design these videos to

make sales conversions for online

 retailers. Because  JOPEN is a luxury

brand, our products are packed with

many unique features and benefits.

Explaining them with these videos is

the perfect way to educate the

 consumer.” All JOPEN  videos are avai-

lable on the company’s website. Find

them on each individual product’s

page or on the Videos Page. Another

easy option is an Excel spread sheet

with all the embed codes, which can

also be found on that page. Robin

Stewart, Brand Manager for JOPEN,

adds, “Not only are the videos great

sales tools, they are also ideal for

 training store employees. This in turn

helps them to educate shoppers

about sexual  health and wellness.

They are a stunning compliment to

any product page and we hope

everyone enjoys them!” JOPEN also

offers a series of Bonus Videos for LUST,

ENVY and Vanity. Hosted by Jaiya, the

award-winning sexologist, author of

Blow Each Other Away, and a Club

 CalExotics Expert Sexpert, they delve

into actual ideas on how to use the

product.  Produced to compliment

the Product Videos, the Bonus Videos

are longer and more intimate. All of

them can be found on the  JOPEN

website on the individual product’s

page, on the Videos Page, or on  -

JOPEN’s You Tube Channel.

Los Angeles, USA - JOPEN offers

 exciting new videos for LUST, ENVY

and KEY. The videos are designed to

be used on product pages of websi-

tes and convey all the features and

benefits of the individual product to

the consumer while they shop. Pro-

fessionally made in-house, the videos

are contemporary with eye-catching

animated graphics. They are also

succinct for optimal  viewing. Susan

Colvin, President and CEO of JOPEN,

JOPEN Product Videos Now Available

All JOPEN videos are available on the

company’s website
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Chatswor th, USA – Renowned US manufacturer of pheromone sexy body & sexual enhance-

ment products,  Classic Erot ica, announces i ts  expansion into the European Union. With

products set to ship around the end of February, the company wil l  launch two of i ts f lagship

brands: Crazy Gir l  and Crazy Gir l  Af ter Dark. “We are incredibly excited about br inging

Classic Erot ica to the EU,” says company president,  Loren Levy. “The process has been a

long one but i t  is  wel l  wor th the t ime and effor t .” Wel l  known in the states, Crazy Gir l  is

home to a var iety of sugar-,  sul fate-,  and paraben-free pheromone enhanced bath and

body products designed to unleash a woman’s alter ego. 

Crazy Girl Shipping to the EU

Manufactured exclusively in the USA, the line

 includes pleasure enhancers such as Wanna Be

 Explosive Cherry Bomb Clitoral Arousal and Wanna Be

Aroused Oral Sex Gel. In addition, the line offers alluring

body treats such as Wanna Be Dazzling Sparkling Body

Lotion and Wanna Be Sexy Flirty Body Mist. Exploring a

woman’s darker side in its beautiful black and orchid

motif, Crazy

Girl® After Dark

offers a more

 intense phero-

mone infusion

with products

such as Phero-

mone Potion

# 6 Touch My-

self Self-Play

Pleasure Crème and Crazy Girl After Dark Erotic Lip-Nip

Tingle. “Every one of our formulas is carefully researched

and developed to warrant the utmost in confidence

and trust,” Levy says. “It is our dedication to excellence

paired with quality ingredients and precision manu-

facturing that has allowed us to pass the rigorous testing

to become EU certified.” In support of the company’s

brand new EU certification and product launch, a major

international marketing and advertising campaign also

is underway. Lynn Swanson, director of international

sales for Classic Erotica says, “We plan to offer an

 unparalleled level of customer support to our EU

 partners. With individualized plans to boost success,

these products are going to practically sell themselves.”

“Crazy Girl and Crazy Girl After Dark have already been

picked up by MVW, StarNet and A2Z Services,” adds

Swanson. “I know more companies will be eager to

take advantage of the amazing product and marketing

support we plan to offer.” For more information about

Crazy Girl and Crazy Girl After Dark from Classic Erotica

contact Lynn Swanson, Director of International Sales

at Lynn@ClassicErotica.net.

Top Selling American Brand Now EU Certified

N E W S

Crazy Girl is now available in Europe 
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Los Angeles,  USA -  The Screaming O has released Orbit ,  a new vibrat ing erect ion r ing

 featur ing an extended apex and wider r ing made of opaque body-safe SEBS for a uniquely

tacti le experience. This extra-st retchy cock r ing helps prevent premature “blast-off” with a

more comfor table f i t  whi le sending power ful  v ibrat ion through a textured st imulator that

makes contact with the most sensi t ive areas on and around the cl i tor is .  

The Screaming O’s New ‘Orbit’ Erection
Ring Sends Couples Over the Moon

The Orbit of-

fers cou-

ples of all

kinds an out-

of-th is-wor ld

experience for

better, more

satisfying sex.

The Orbit’s uni-

que glossy white SEBS material

 features a smooth interior that lies

flush against the skin for a stay-put

fit without the typical tight feeling

of most cock rings, yet it feels soft

and flexible against delicate

skin. Stretched around

either the base of the

penis or both

the penis and

testicles, the

Orbit will feel

secure – but

not uncomfor-

table – as it

helps slow

blood flow to

keep him harder and last longer. Its

clitoral stimulator’s unique power

position provides direct contact to

the clitoris, the clitoral

hood, and its sur-

rounding sensitive zo-

nes with three warp

speeds and one pulse

mode that couples can toggle

through with the push of a button.

“The Orbit is different from traditional

stretchy erection rings because of

its distinctive rocket-like silhouette,

which provides a wider contact

point with the clitoris while maintai-

ning a snug fit,” The Screaming O

Account Executive Conde Aumann

said. “Our development team had

fun with this one, as we had the

chance to incorporate fun space-

ship-like design elements that also

boosted the Orbit’s functionality.

And the result was a super-fun

shape with enhanced perfor-

mance – the best of both worlds!”

New ring features extended apex & unique opaque SEBS for ultra-tactile experience
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The Orbit is reusable with AG13 batteries

that function for more than 45 minutes

Black, President of Tantus, Inc. “We

are so proud to be able to offer

the Realdoe Stout to our loyal and

dedicated customers.” Designed

to be held with the PC muscles

while the shaft comes up at a

 natural angle, the Feeldoe design

allows a sensual skin on skin pene-

tration of a partner without the

buckles and straps. It also comes

with a removable waterproof bullet

vibrator for the wearer’s plea-

sure. With all the basic features of

the Feeldoe, the Realdoe Stout

 offers an additional element of

realism and added girth with a

dildo 6.5 inches (165.1 mm) long

by 1.8 inches (45.72 mm) wide.

The silicone looks and feels like

flesh, featuring a life-like skin tone,

corona, and veins, allowing you to

disappear into the experience. The

Realdoe Stout is currently available

for order in one Cocoa color. 

Sparks, USA - Go bare and bold

with Tantus’ latest addition to

their Feeldoe line of original

 patented strapless strap-ons, the

Realdoe Stout. “The Feeldoe revo-

lutionized strap-on play. There

have been so many imitators in

the industry, but the Feeldoe is still

unequivocally the best,” says Metis

Tantus introduces the Realdoe Stout
The Realdoe Stout is the

latest addition of Tantus' Feeldoe line 
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Wimbourne, England - “The Bodywand Midnight Massager is  a f i rm favouri te

when i t  comes to relaxation and we’re excited to announce that i t ’s  also

the latest addit ion to our col lect ion of pleasure-packed personal massa-

gers”,  says Glenn Wilde. 

ABS Holdings are offering 
the Bodywand Midnight Massager 

The Bodywand plug-in massager is

multi-talented and is designed for

use with a range of attachments to

increase it’s play potential. “This

 Bodywand massager is an easy ad-

dition to your box of tricks. The one

finger control allows for a seamless

switch in intensity whenever you want

it. Subdued noise levels allow you to

immerse yourself in the experience,

promising discreet play that’s as powerful as we know

to expect from the blissful Bodywand brand. This

 massager is compact, making it ideal for travel. 

The super smooth head feels amazing against your skin

and the flexible neck makes light work of hard to reach

spots that need extra TLC. In Midnight, this massager is

a dark and decadent delight. The plug-in design means

you don’t need batteries – ideal for the kind of on-

 demand pleasure that we know our customers love!”

The collection of personal massagers is expanding 

N E W S

Los Angeles, USA –Trigg Laboratories introduces their

latest water based silicone hybrid, Wet Silk Luxury

 Lubricant, to its line-up of Wet products. Wet Silk is  ultra-

moisturizing and paraben free. 

The new light, creamy and oil-free for-

mula dries to a powder soft finish. Silk’s

discrete packaging was designed to

look like a hand lotion bottle, so it can

be comfortably left on the nightstand

or bathroom counter. This unique for-

mula is sugar-free, kosher certified, la-

tex safe, and it may be used with most

toys. “We are thrilled to add Wet Silk Lu-

xury Lubricant product to our line,” says

Michael Trigg, Founder and CEO of

Trigg Labs. “Our newest personal lubri-

cant is a silky and creamy hybrid that

feels just like silk on your skin.” 

Trigg Labs Launches
Wet Silk Luxury Lubricant

The Bodywand Midnight Massager

is designed for use with a range of attachments 

Silk’s discrete packaging was

designed to look like a hand lotion bottle
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Almere, The Netherlands - The ‘Let’s Misbehave’ themed Scala Fair on the 8th and 9th of March

has been a scandalous success! Customers were raving about all the new, innovative products

on show and the orders came flooding in – while the Cash & Carry items sold out quickly! 

‘Let’s Misbehave’ Scala Fair 
a scandalous success

Scala Playhouse can proudly admit

that it definitely adhered to the

theme: ‘We Misbehaved!’ The popular

Cash & Carry certainly drew in the

crowds and with the scandalously

good offers it wasn’t a surprise that

the products flew off the shelves,

 correction: flew out of big blue

 containers. Of course the Cash &

Carry wasn’t the only popular event

at the Scala Fair: the various show-

room-based games that allowed our

customers to win spectacular prizes

certainly got drew in a crowd!

The ‘Let’s Misbehave’ theme was in-

cooperated in the showroom by

naughty references to the seven

 deadly sins: Vanity was reflected in

the exciting photo booth, which many

visitors used to shoot a great Scala

Fair photo souvenir. Customers

 enjoyed the ‘drugstore wellness

 corner’, including luxurious massage-

chairs that allowed them to give in to

their inner sloth. We feasted - gluttony

style - on many delicious treats such

as Dutch ‘stroopwafels’ (scrumptious

hot caramel waffles) and divine

 coffee from a barista.

Scala celebrated old friendships,

 raised the glasses at new business re-

lationships and misbehaved further at

the Fair Party on Sunday evening. The

party, themed The Great Gatsby, was

perfectly matched to the naughty,

misbehaving references of the fair

 itself. The DJ transported zhe guests

back to the roaring twenties, while

they were being entertained by sen-

sational burlesque acts and indulged

in Champagne and snacks that Mr.

Gatsby would definitely approve off.

Overall the Scala Fair was a scanda-

lous success and the Scala Playhouse

team is already looking forward to

welcoming you back during the next

Scala Fair on the 6th and 7th of

 September, 2015!

8th and 9th of March 

N E W S
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historically popular ‘Cup’ series was

easy, especially as the newly upgra-

ded design features include a new,

reusable sleeve. The Air-Tech Cups

are available in the three different

strengths: gentle, regular and strong,

with each featuring different internal

structures and material strengths for

a more tailored, consumer choice.

The Airflow structure, formed from

 internal, spiral ribs allows air to es-

cape to create powerful suction,

and also creates “air cushion cham-

bers” inside the device, for increased

feedback upon insertion. Danielle

Warn, Head Buyer for Net 1on1 Who-

lesale says, “The cups are already a

hit with our customers, but I have a

feeling these will do even better due

to the added value of being reusa-

ble. What’s great is that there are so

many add-on items to use with the

Tenga products, that retailers have

plenty of opportunity to take the

 customer experience further, with

 lines such as the Hole Warmer, Play

Gel, and Hole Lotion. The Air-Tech

also offers great customer choice

with the varying intensities, widening

still, the audience for these products.”

St Albans, England - Expanding

their Tenga offerings further, Net

1on1 Wholesale have taken on the

reusable, Air-Tech Cup line of mas-

turbators, citing added value and

customer choice as the top USPs for

the new, already famous products.

With Tenga as a best-selling brand

for the UK-based distributor, the

choice to add another line of the

Net 1on1 Expand Tenga Offerings With Improved, Reusable Cup
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Wasserbi l l ig, Luxembourg -  The pjur group continues to grow. Last month, the personal

 lubr icant company introduced two new employees for i ts  headquar ters in Luxembourg. 

pjur introduces two new Sales 
and Marketing team members 

Peter Lenz will support the pjur Sales

Team in the acquisition of new

 customers and in expanding existing

contacts. “The market for our products

is growing continually and we’re recei-

ving more and more requests from

wholesalers and retailers around the

world who want to sell pjur products.

Therefore, we’ve hired an additional

employee in Peter who, with his linguistic

skills, will be responsible primarily for

France, Belgium, Italy, and Eastern

Europe”, explains Ralph Ehses, Head of

Global Sales & Business Development.

The Marketing & Communications

team is also welcoming a new collea-

gue in the form of Fabian Kleboth. The

graphic arts graduate for Digital & Print

will support the design of the pjur

 marketing materials and advertise-

ments and take on tasks in the Online

B2B / B2C area. His strengths include

web design and addressing end-cus-

tomers in the Social Media sector. “The

demand and requirements in marke-

ting grow with each new market and

customer. At the same time, there are

always new opportunities for the Internet

presence and the real time approach

in the brand communications in the

online sphere. Through various new

 projects it became clear to us that we

also had to expand our team. Here at

pjur we adhere to the philosophy that

all our advertising materials should be

designed in-house, and that we should

provide all forms of communications

around the world using our own

 manpower. This requires a strong 

team, which can grow with the ever-

changing requirements. We’re

 delighted that Fabian will bring his

knowledge and experience to the

team immediately”, says Andrea

 Giebel, Director of PR and Marketing

at pjur.

Peter Lenz & Fabian Kleboth 

N E W S
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The new pjur team members:

Peter Lenz and Fabian Kleboth 

first HD camera vibrator - was actu-

ally launched last year. But

 Lovehoney sensed a marketing

 opportunity following the success of

selfie sticks which enable mobile

phone users to take self-portraits from

beyond the normal range of the

arm. Dubbing the Gaga the 'Sex

 Selfie Stick,' they shared the story with

the world's media - and got an ama-

zing response. The Gaga has an HD

camera on its tip and all recordings

can be uploaded straight on to your

PC or smart phone via FaceTime.

The idea came from Lovehoney's

sex toy category manager Alice

Little. Alice said: "The response was

incredible - the world's media wan-

ted to know more about the Gaga

and the easiest way to do this We

love introducing new toys to the

mainstream media whether they are

made by Lovehoney or by another

firm - in this case Svakom. The aim is

to show the world what fun everyone

can have using sex toys. It sends out

a great message for the industry as

a whole."

Bath, England - Lovehoney gene-

rated headlines all over the world

by PRing a camera vibrator as the

'Sex Selfie Stick.' The Bath-based firm

enjoyed its biggest ever media

 response for an individual toy with its

release for Svakom's Gaga vibrator.

More than 2.5 million

people have now

 visited Lovehoney TV to

watch sex expert Anna-

belle Knight demonstra-

ting how the toy works.

The Gaga - the world's

Lovehoney enjoys biggest ever media response with its 'Sex Selfie Stick' release

Alice Little, Category Manager Lovehoney 
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They've done everything r ight!  I f  you had to boi l  Scala's f i rs t  in-house show of the year down to

one sentence, that would be i t .  The fact that most guests embraced the optimised concept –

which saw the show being moved to a Sunday and Monday – had already become obvious at

last year 's  events in Almere. Another impor tant element of the successful  in-house show is that

the Scala team offer addit ional activ i t ies and general ly go out of their  way to make sure the

event is  as interest ing, productive, beneficial ,  and enter taining as can be for the par t icipants.

That was also the case on March 8 ad 9, and once again the event show a success -  as can be

seen from the great number of v is i tors f rom the European trade. So Scala and al l  the suppl iers

who took par t  in

the event  had

good reason to

be sat i s f ied.

And many v i s i -

tors even went so

far as to say that

the spr ing event

2015 was the best

in -house show in

recent memory . . .

Scala's iCome collection premiered at the in-house show –

it will be available from July 

E V E N T
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Industry 
meeting in Almere

Feedback for Scala's spring in-house show is unreservedly positive
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Old buddies: Matthias Poehl (EAN) and

Valentino Lautsoski (Hollywood 2002 Ltd.) 

Impressive as ever: the Scala showroom

that gives every in-house show

a distinctive look and feel

Yvonne Ubbink and Eric Vonke (Ladies Night Homeparties) with their

daughter  Sharon and Angela Mustone (California Exotic Novelties) 

Àlex Robles Minguell – the new man in charge of

the South European market at Leg Avenue Europe 

Scott Watkins (Doc Johnson),

holding one of the new products

of the American Bombshell line 

Valentino Tolman (Topco Sales) with Miguel Capilla

and Patricia Lopez (Fleshlight)

E V E N T



The showroom had been redesigned and optimised

once again so the visitors could take a close look at all

the new products, among others from Scala's private

brands, with new entries in existing toy and lingerie lines,

but also with entirely new collections, for instance the

iCome line that will hit the shelves in July. Of course, the

 visitors also had opportunity to get information and have

personal conversations with Scala's suppliers who

 presented their latest products. Among these suppliers,

there were two new companies that have only recently

joined the Scala distribution family: System JO and Baci

Lingerie. Moreover, the showroom was the backdrop for

several special treats such as sweepstakes, the “Selfie Box“

photo booth, or massage chairs where the visitors could

relax. But there were also other treats. Dutch “Stroopwafels“,

coffee specialities, etc. were served to make sure the

 visitors could indulge in delicious delicacies, lending a cu-

linary dimension to the motto of the show, “Let's

 Misbehave“. Another centre of great interest was the 

Cash & Carry area where the visitors could 

benefit from countless event
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 discounts. Everybody wanted to be the first to get their

hands on these special offers, resulting in a long queue of

visitors lining up in front of the Scala showroom long before

the in-house show officially began. The trade and industry

members were also very impressed with the Scala and

with its “The Great Gatsby“ theme which took everybody

back to the Roaring 20s. The fitting soundtrack and a

 number of extravagant show highlights perfected the

 illusion. Scala's next in-house show is scheduled for

 September 6 and 7, 2015.

E V E N T
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exclusive

Always open for customer questions: Mister B 

Nice gimmick: The goal was to

catch money bills for a special

discount on ToyJoy products

Ryan Poirier (OhMiBod) 

Klaus Pedersen

(MaleEdge & Jes-Extender)





Fo r  t he  th i rd  t ime ,  i n te r na t iona l  p roduce r s  and  t rade  member s  f r om the  Rus s ian ,

 Be larus ian,  and Ukra in ian erot ic  market  met  in  Thai land to  share ideas ,  know-how,  and

informat ion at  ThaiFes t .  Th i s  year,  the event  took p lace over  the course of  ten years ,

f rom Januar y  21 to  31,  2015.  

Kristen Denton, Doc Johnson Int.:

Thaifest is an amazing and unique event! The relaxed atmosphere makes business a pleasure and

 allows shop owners direct access to manufacturers that they may otherwise never be able to

meet. I personally had high expectations for ThaiFest-2015 and am pleased to say that the

event far exceeded my expectations. The organisation, combined with the focus of the

event, made it both enjoyable and extremely productive. I am happy to say that

ThaiFest-2015 was very well-planned and executed. The event allowed

 customers to make the most of their time, focussing on ample knowledge

gained from this event. We were able to share tips on brands, as well

as ways to merchandise our products to their fullest potential.
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ThaiFest 2015 
Looking back at the event that took place in late January

Frank Kok,

Mystim GmbH: 

I would describe Thai-

Fest as a perfect way to

do business and socialise, which

for me is one of the key points for

doing business: getting to know all the

 participants in person, with serious retailers from

Russia. The overall impression I have of this event

 exceeded all my expectations. Well done, Astkol!

E V E N T
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Each new ThaiFest brings new ex-

periences and results, for the or-

ganisers just as much as for the spon-

sors/producers, and the participants

from the erotic trade. Two years ago,

when the first ThaiFest took place,

most people in the industry had no

clear idea about the concept of the

event, and even some of the partici-

pating producers had doubts that

their business would benefit from

 attending ThaiFest. And while every-

body was full of praise after the event,

but in some cases that had more to

do with the location and the hotel in

Thailand than with the official event

programme. The organisers were

 determined to do things differently

and better the second time around.

“The most important thing was that

we managed to attract twice as

many producers, and based on the

feedback from our guests from the

Russian retail trade, we could see that

they had learned a lot from the inter-

national producers at ThaiFest. Jud-

ging from what we have heard and

seen since, this knowledge has led

many of our guests to redesign their

store, restructure their business, and

even invest in other channels of

 distribution,“ explains Vitaly Moroz, the

driving force behind ThaiFest. So the

bar was set rather high following the

second instalment of the event; but

the organisation committee worked

tirelessly to further improve the degree

of professionalism at ThaiFest 2015

while relying on the beautiful atmo-

sphere of Thailand as the event

 location once again. Comments,

wishes, requests, suggestions, and

also criticisms from the ranks of the

participants – i.e. producers and

Hauke Christiansen, Orion Versand GmbH & Co. KG:

For ORION, it has been the first time at Thaifest, and we felt that it has been

one of the most intense trade shows we've ever been to. It has been

really effective, and we have enjoyed it very much to be a part

of it. We have had 7 groups on the first and second day,

and 2 on the third day. We would prefer 6/6/4. Thai-

fest is a very good platform if you want to in-

troduce new products to the Russian

market. The concept is comple-

tely different from other

trade shows, but

very  efficient.

E V E N T

exclusive

trade members – were taken to heart

and left their mark on the planning

of the meeting. But all this hard work

paid off, as ThaiFest 2015 turned out

a tremendous success.

Numerous producers/brands from all

over the globe attended ThaiFest

2015 and seized this opportunity to

present new products to the Russian

trade members and offered product

training, sales training, marketing sug-

gestions, etc. The companies who

had travelled to Thailand included

Doc Johnson, Topco Sales, MD Sci-

ence Lab., Svakom, Shunga, Baile

Health Care, Pretty Love Toys, Kokos,

Sextoy, Orion, Mystim, MaleEdge,

Anais Apparel, Bathmate, Nexus,

Fleshlight, LELO, MiF, Rosparfum, and

Sitabella. “I think this list leaves no

room for scepticism. It represents a

wonderful symbiosis of quantity and

quality, of local and international

 producers. It was a pity that some



producers who had been invited didn't attend ThaiFest

2015, but we, the organisers, see this as a motivation to

promote the idea at the heart of the meeting more stron-

gly and more clearly. We know that we are still very much

at the beginning with ThaiFest, and we are definitely going

to work on it!“ As for the trade guests: There ware more

than 100 retailers from Russia. Belarus, and Ukraine who

were divided up into several groups of equal size and

then had the opportunity to learn from the producers

 during the so-called “Business Days“ of the 10-day event.

Every participant received a document for the producers

to confirm that he had partaken in their training session.

For the producers, this document represented an aid as

it allowed them to maintain an overview of the many dif-

ferent retailers and their activities. They always knew who

it was they were talking to during their training courses.
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Ben Mosalski, UM Products Limited:

My impression is wholly positive, it's a great  opportunity to get an understanding of the  Russian market and of how your

product fits into this market. The chance to meet people socially is also advantageous. I think there would be more

orders if we didn't have to wait a few days after the  presentation to take them. It would be better if you could

register sales intent at the tables. Also, prices need to be communicated  beforehand as

I got  asked about that a lot. I would describe Thaifest as a social expo,

giving you the chance to meet, understand, and

sell to the  Russian market.

Speaking of which, not just any erotic retailer could partake

at ThaiFest; there was a strict selection process before the

event as the organisers checked the potential participants

for professionalism and financial reliability. “I want to

 emphasise again that our trade guests are working with

all the big Russian companies in the erotic market. It would

be a mistake to believe that they are just buying from our

company, Astkol-Alfa. If that were the case, what would

be the point of putting together this expensive and elabo-

rate event?“ says Vitaly Moroz. He also wants all the sponsors

and producers who have partaken in this year's ThaiFest to

take these criteria into consideration when they evaluate

the results of the event. For companies who have not

established business relationships within the Russian erotic

market yet, ThaiFest is the perfect introduction to this market.

And for those who are already doing business in this territory,





Manon Vallee, Eau Zone  Huiles &

 Fragrances Ltee, Shunga Erotic Art:

It’s Shunga’s second year at ThaiFest, and our new

products were a hit! The Russian market is following

the same trend as Europe and America: Every

 customer wants our new products; demand is huge!

The new orders from Russia will confirm this
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the annual event marks a great opportunity to stay up to

date and at the same time keep the Russian trade up to

date on your latest products and product lines. Whether

you're new to the Russian market or not, the most important

element for producers is that you get immediate feedback

from the trade, and that's exactly where the emphasis of

ThaiFest is. Of course, the event is also a great opportunity

for the Russian trade members, after all they can meet

with producers from all over the world in a beautiful atmo-

sphere and have personal business talks. It goes without

saying, that ThaiFest also fosters contacts with other

 colleagues, i.e. from trade member to trade member.

“We are in a fortunate position, because the support and

the number of producers increases every year, and so

does the interest among our colleagues from the Russian

trade,“ says Vitaly Moroz. “But every year, there is also a

learning curve, and when we start preparing ThaiFest 2016,

we will set the bar higher and consider every suggestion

and every piece of advice the participants offer. Our focus

is on sustainable, long term success, and we want to want

to win over many new supporters!“

E V E N T
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David Zhou, SVAKOM:

We have met so many retailers at Thaifest. They gave us a lot of feedback about SVAKOM products and let us

know about things we need to do more to promote the SVAKOM brand in the Russian market. Thanks so much

to Astkol Alfa and the Russian retailers for their efforts. We believe that SVAKOM will explode in

2015, achieving amazing growth by means of our combined efforts. Our ex-

pectations were fulfilled. We know now how to convey the idea

behind the SVAKOM brand and products to distri-

butors, retailers, and consumers.
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Simon Jacquier

KissKiss.ch 

The Fifty Shades of Grey movie had a huge

impact on our sales, and not only for the Official Pleasure

Collection products. We ran an advertorial in “20 Minutes”

(German and French editions), the largest free daily paper

in  Switzerland about it:

www.20min.ch/sponsored/story/15161030

www.20min.ch/ro/sponsored/story/14195011

We also ran a video ad before the movie in most  theaters

in Switzerland:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbvhDscO36E

www.youtube.com/watch?v=puBsFI_Ibd0

Combined with the "regular" Valentine's Day sales peak,this
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Given the fact that the 50 Shades of Grey movie adaptation has been such a tremendous

international success and st i l l  continues to rake in money, the people behind the product

are natural ly determined to st r ike the i ron whi le i t ' s  hot – i t  s tands to be expected that the

sequel wi l l  hi t  theatres in 2016. But what impact have the buzz sur rounding the f i lm and

the f i lm i tsel f  had on the erot ic t rade? Has there been a comparable bump in sales as the

boom tr iggered by the publ ication of the novels? EAN wanted to know more and asked

 several  internat ional market players f rom the retai l  t rade -  members of  the br ick and

mor tar,  e-commerce, and direct sales/home par ty channels – about their  impressions.

resulted in a huge boost. We had our busiest day ever on

Monday, February 9th. We even filmed it:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=53ANxvd0M70

Trish Murray

Nice n Naughty 

Nice n Naughty were surprised at the

lack of impact the film had on the stores immediately

after the film  release. A few regular customers mentioned

seeing the film but it didn't reflect in their purchasing.

 However,  towards the end of the month we saw an

 increase in bondage equipment sales and the FSoG bran-

ded items. The film has not had the  impact on the stores

that the books initially had, but it maybe due to customers

Advertisement for the official 50 Shades of Grey

product collection at the Harmony Store in London's Oxford Street 

exclusive
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“So long may it continue.” 
Did the release of the 50 Shades of Grey movie boost sales in the erotic retail trade?
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using the equipment they purchased

originally. We have found people are

openly discussing the film which helps

Nice n Naughty  stores promote

 products and ideas to the customers.

Tommy Zackariasson

Lustshopen 

The Fifty Shades brand

didn't sell as much as we'd hoped,

but the other

Fetish brands (Fetish Fantasy and

more) had a boost when the movie

came out.

Keith Boswell 

BeDaring 

We have seen a 20%

increase in fantasy fetish products

over the past weeks. 

Asaf Yarkoni

Fun Stuff 

The timing of the mo-

vie release combined with Valenti-

ne's Day has brought up the

 beginners / soft BDSM sales by about

40%  compared to last year. We

have felt the peak in the days

 following the  release, but it quickly

went back to normal.

Carl-Johan 

Hallum-Olesen

Alpax 

Already before the release of the

movie, our shop 4ushop.dk did see

an increase in the sales of

 bondage and fetish items, crea-

ted by the buzz around the movie.

People would be buying a single

fetish item at first, along with some

“standard” toys - maybe to try

some of the things from the book

and movie – and then hopefully,

they will get a taste for more and

come back later to buy even

more items. So with a little bit of

luck, the movie will create greater

and sustained interest in fetish

 products among a wider range of

existing and future customers.

Keith Thompson 

Glamworld 

The release of the

Fifty Shades of Grey film has

 generated more sales for us in vi-

brators and bondage. We noticed

an increase in phone calls from

members of the public that would

not usually come into a sex shop

asking about our products, and fol-

lowing up with a visit  themselves.

Joakim Karlsson 

Lastbryggan

The effect from the

release of the Fifty Shades movie

made us sell a lot more bondage/

BDSM stuff to consumers!  

Jens Seipp

ORION Erotik Fachge-

schäfte GmbH & Co KG

The launch of the Shades of Grey mo-

vie created a major media hype, and

of course, that has had a positive ef-

fect on the sales in our stores. Many

of the customers have been inspired

to experiment a little, which obviously

benefits the fetish range in our stores.

Ultimately, we'll have to wait and see

how the next weeks play out before

we can say if this is a short-lived fad

or if the Fifty Shades of Grey film has

a long-lasting impact. The only thing

F E A T U R E
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We have felt the peak

in the days following

the release, but it

quickly went back to

 normal.”  Asaf Yarkoni,

Fun Stuff

................................ 

“

.................

The launch of the

Shades of Grey movie

created a major media

hype, and of course, that

has had a positive effect

on the sales in our

 stores.“ Jens Seipp, Orion

Fachgeschäfte GmbH

................................ 

“



we can say for sure at the moment is that this adaptation

of the best-selling book has taken eroticism and erotica

closer to the centre of society – and that is a positive

 development for this industry.

Daniel Amneklev

Intima 

The books and the movie premiere of Fifty

Shades of Grey have been important for us. We had an

 agreement with the cinema in Norrköping, where our store
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is located. The agreement was that the staff would go to

the movie theatre before the movie started and announce

that the visitors had discount in our store upon presentation

of the ticket. This meant that we got plenty of customers

who wanted to “Play like Grey” and bought the products

from us.

Paulo Aredes

Erótika Toys 

Here in Brazil, the impact of 50 Shades of

Grey started with the book trilogy and was boosted by the

film. Our market has never created or sold so many items

and sets related to fetish before Grey and Anastasia's

saga. The power of persuasion this film has is amazing.

We expected a more explicit exposure of the products in

the film as they are described in the book, but either way,

we can only thank Universal Studios for this visual

 introduction to a universe that is quite unknown to the

great majority of people.

Tapio Ruppa

AntiShop 

The sale of BDSM products went up

 immediately, both in the bricks & mortar store and in the

online shop. However, the boom is reflected every day

when  people come asking about shackles and ropes

and how these products are used all the time. Once a
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There is no effect! Macedonia is not

as highly developed as an

 industrial country, and therefore, there

is low interest in BDSM  activities. “
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customer called and asked: Do you have FSoG (Fifty

 Shades of Grey) handcuffs in stock? I went to our BDSM

department, and said that we have at least 20 brand of

handcuffs, but not FSoG model. The customer said he

would only buy FSoG's handcuffs. So, I lost this trade, even

though what we had on stock was a great selection of

different handcuffs available. 

Looking at the media, there is great interest regarding this

topic. I am the founder of Finland's largest BDSM Club,

and because of my background and knowledge, I am

often contacted by journalists. Most of the inquiries recently

were about false images obtained from the movie. Sure,

there are a lot of false interpretations, but I understand

that the book is fiction, not fact and therefore factual errors

in real life appear. When I went to the post office, I noticed

there's a big FSoG ad: They sell the FSoG movie tickets

there! So even the Finnish postal service wants to get a

slice of the pie. Everyone wants to be involved in this hype!

People read about it, people hear about it, and  people

watch the movie. Some of them like it, others complain

about it. But there can be no doubt that by, now people

know what BDSM means. No other sexually related literature

has caused such great publicity before – at least not in

Finland. In April we have the next Bizarre Club's Party. I look

forward to seeing how many new faces will attend the

event, just because of the movie... 
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Result: Once the euphoria ends, us adult entertainment

entrepreneurs will still have a huge free advertising benefit

from all this!

Diego Polloni

Red Paradise 

Business has considerably improved after

the release of the movie, more than after the release of

the book, because the movie had more global impact.

We also noticed that people are not just coming to our

shops for the objects they've seen in the movie, but also

show curiosity about all other sex toys and objects we sell.

We know about the plans for a movie trilogy, and we only

can be glad about it.

Rose Crompton

Harmony

Around the time of the release of the

film, Harmony saw an increase in sales of bondage items.

Products such as whips, soft restraints, and blindfolds have

been selling very well for us. Whenever a sex toy product

becomes popular in the mainstream media, you will

 always see a spike in sales and customers asking for a
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particular style of toy. This was the same with Sex And The

City’s Rampant Rabbit craze, and is now true with Fifty

Shades. The release of the FSOG books and film, and their

subsequent popularity, has also encouraged some

 shoppers to enter our store that maybe wouldn’t have

 otherwise. Our large Fifty Shades of Grey window display

in our flagship store on Oxford Street, London, certainly

catches the eye of many passers-by and tempts them

 inside because they have read the book and seen the

film and now they’re curious to explore what items they

can buy to 50 Shades their own sex life.

David Boothby

Pulse & Cocktails 

The release of the movie has

 resulted in a very positive increase in sales of most

items in our stores, the film is being watched almost

exclusively by women, but has opened up their eyes

& minds, and their partners' wallet. So long may it

continue.

Eric Vonke

Ladies Night Homeparties

We had already seen the effect of the

book, with more interested women coming to store,

and now that the movie has been released, our target

clientele has been flocking to the cinemas, so we
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made sure we have a lot of exposure there. We

 haven't seen the kind of boost for 50 Shades items

that we saw when the books came out, because

there are not a lot of toys being shown in the movie.

Do-it-yourself markets will probably see an increase

of women buying handyman gear :-)

Valentino Lautsoski

Hollywood 2002 Ltd 

The simple answer is: There is no

effect! Macedonia is not as highly developed as an

industrialised country, and therefore, there is low

 interest in BDSM activities. According to my

 observation, BDSM is more popular in highly

 developed  industrialised countries.

Camille Clouvel

Marc Dorcel 

- Increase among beginners' BDSM

product sales + 15%

-Increase among customers around the time of

 Valentine’s Day + 25%

- More new customers in our stores + 12 %
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While the first winner of the huge Go for Gold

 campaign b2b is receiving their package, the

next ones are already being drawn: On March 17, three

distributors and three consumers in America, Europe and

Australia received the happy news. Clonezone from

 England can now get just as excited about the com-

prehensive party package and Amazon gift cards at a

value of 1000 euros as the retailers Naughty but Nice in

Australia and Pink Vibe in America. In this round, the 20

gram gold bars in the b2c sweepstakes went to Violetta

C. from Lithuania, Jennifer H. from Australia and Dennis

J. from America. The pjur group is looking forward to see
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There has been rampant chaos in the Luxembourg off ices of pjur group over the last few

days. Gingerbread hear ts,  pretzels,  white sausages, f lags, aprons, hats,  blue and white

streamers, and lamps were delivered by the pallet and had to be unpacked and repacked.

The f i rs t  of the par ty packages lovingly assembled by the pjur employees has now lef t  the

bui lding on i ts  way to CLS Healthcare in Hol land.

Gingerbread, streamers, 
and gold bars

the first pictures of the Dutch-German Party and naturally,

to see whether the ladies and gentlemen from England,

Australia and the USA can top it! It will also be exciting to

see what the next gold winners will do with their prizes.

The first winner, Maico, sold the bar at a value of over

700 euros and invested the money in his Show Car. 

In its anniversary year, pjur group is offering plenty of

chances to win - both in the b2b and the 

b2c  sweepstakes. Register once and secure 

your chance to win gold, a party package, and gift

cards:  www.pjurGold.com/b2b.

pjur congratulates the first winner of the Go for Gold sweepstakes & has already drawn the next ones

Promising: the pjur party package 

exclusive
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Alas, implementing such a concept can be tricky

because there are lots of pitfalls you have to look

out for. If you want to steer clear of those and still

acquire the necessary know-how for cross-cultural

marketing, one path you can take is to work with a
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One of the basic rules of marketing is: Know your customer. But that is easier said than done,

 especially with respect to erotic products. You can assume that your customers have sex and that

they are not adverse to the idea of improving their sex life, but those are the only general statements

you can make. Maybe that's the reason why many companies seemingly want to cater to every

adult person on the planet with their products – which means that ultimately, they are catering to

no one in particular. Apart from age, gender or, in this case, sexual orientation, there is another

criterion for successful marketing, and that criterion is cultural background.

Marketing in a 
multi-cultural society

company that

has already

been active in

this field for

some time.

That's the path

the Beate Uhse

group picked

when they en-

tered into a col-

laboration with

El Asira last year; a mail order company that has

 specialised in shariah-compliant products. “Thanks to

this collaboration, you have two companies pooling

the necessary knowledge about the industry, region,

and target audience and the necessary capacities

to successfully serve this market. We support El Asira

with the wealth of experience we have accumulated

in the industry and the trade, and we offer our busi-

ness structures. El Asira, on the other hand, knows the

 market and has the necessary audience-specific

knowledge for a successful collaboration“, says

 Doreen Schink, who is in charge of corporate

 communication at Beate Uhse. She adds: “We see

tremendous potential in the market for shariah-com-

pliant products. We can't open up this market alone.“

exclusive
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The possibilities of ethnic marketing

Doreen Schink, Corporate

Communication, Beate Uhse

The El Asira online shop caters

to Muslim customers





Only certain products from

the range of the Ger-

many erotic com-

pany will be part of

this collaboration,

for instance lin-

gerie or cer-

tain wellness

p r o d u c t s .

After all,

the rules that

apply to this market segment differ from the clas-

sical core business of an erotic company, as

both parties are well aware. “There is a very

 different emphasis in this market. It is very soft

and very much about respect,“ Schink

 explains.  Nigel Powell, founder of Give Lube,

is pursuing a different strategy to appeal to a certain

section of the population. At the beginning of the

year, his company launched Noir, a lubricant that

caters  to the black clientele in Great Britain. “The

idea first came about after exhibiting at The Vitality

Show in early 2013“, says Powell, describing the natal

hour of Noir. „We had so many black men and wo-

men who love our Silicone+ lube.  Some came back

the next day and others said their friends had told

them about the product. They loved the feel during

intimacy and loved how it left their skin feeling after-

wards.“ Powell realised that there was great

 potential for products that veer away from the

middle of the road and cater to a

specific target group instead.

„Other products have been

created for different sexual

orientations and genders.

After seeing the demand at

the Vitality Show, I realised

that this was a group that have

certainly been under-represented

and almost neglected as far as

brands go, and I thought that this

group deserved their own

 product/brand, too.“ When asked

why he decided to develop the pro-

duct in the first place, he doesn't

stress cultural reasons, but instead puts

the spotlight on medical aspects. The

formulation of the product is different, it

contains aloe vera and vitamin E, both

of which are particularly well-suited for

nurturing black skin. Nonetheless, he feels

it is important to have a lubricant for each

audience – a lubricant created to appeal

to a specific group. “Apart from the physical

composition what we think is different about

Noir, and is much more important than just the ingre-

dients, is the forward-thinking and diversity-valuing

aspects of the brand and the approach for the multi-

sexual and multi-cultural world that we live in.“

Jennnifer Martsolf, Vice President of Marketing at Wet

Lube, shares this opinion: “Marketers are becoming

far more savvy in terms of individualised content and

targeted ads. The more you are able to tailor your

messaging to speak to the values of the individual

consumer, the more likely they are to see your product

as a solution to their needs.“ What sets the Wet Lube

lubricants apart from the competition is the fact that

they are kosher,

meaning they
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have been produced in line with

the Jewish laws of purity. So they

can be used by followers of this

 religion without uncertainty or guilty

conscience. In the case of Wet Lube,

the idea to produce these lubricants

was born from the personal experience

of the company's head, Sean Smith, who

is married to a Jewish woman. “When he

joined the company, he recognised that

no kosher lubricants were readily available

on the market. With this in mind, WET decided

to go through the certification process,“

 recounts Mastoff, summing up the development

process. In her opinion, the European market is

the perfect place to implement ethnic marketing

as the countries in the “Old World“ are becoming

more and more multicultural. “It follows that with the

saturation of internet availability, Europeans will

 become accustomed to personalised content and

marketing anyway.“ What should also be taken in to

consideration, however, is that – while the continuous

diversification of society creates opportunities for

cross-cultural marketing -, there is  a risk because this

diversification can also be observed within ethnic-

cultural groups themselves, meaning this approach

might become obsolete. There can be no doubt,

 however, that catering to customers in an individuali-

sed and personalised fashion is becoming ever more

important, all the more so because the focus of

 marketing is shifting towards the internet. However,

Martsolf points out, catering to one group doesn't

mean that the product can't be appealing to another

group as well. “Both the Jewish and non-Jewish com-

munities love our products. We received quite a bit

of global press over the announcement, including

the New York Post and Ynet.co in Israel. We were inun-

dated with phone calls

asking about the product and where to buy it.“

Nigel Powell also feels that his concept is about

including certain consumer groups, not not

about  excluding other audiences. “Again it’s

no  different to products that are available

for gay, lesbian, or trans-gender people. If

we did have a customer who decided to

switch brands simply because we

 provide a product for black people,

then they are ignorant and not really

a customer I would want anyway.“ In

Doreen Schink's opinion,  the colla-

boration between Beate Uhse and

El Asira is a logical one, also in

light of the general develop-

ments in the market. “Many

segments of the market have

already changed – more and

more products cater to the female viewpoint,

and there has been a general departure from the

grubby backstreet image. So the Muslim market is

definitely not the only one that prefers soft and

 restrained marketing when it comes to seductive pro-

ducts.“ Beate Uhse's team-up with El Asira is a great

example showing that there can be more to multi-

cultural marketing than just product diversification. It

is also possible to embed products in the cultural

context of the target audience. This can be achieved

by creating specific POS materials or via audience-

oriented advertisement. At any rate, the producer has

to familiarise himself with the target audience in great

detail so as to avoid the various cultural pitfalls men-

tioned at the beginning of this article. Consequently,

Jennifer Martsolf's final advice concerning ethnic mar-

keting is this: “Avoid stereotyping your potential cus-

tomers based upon your own beliefs. Do focus groups

to determine what their needs are and what the tone

should be and develop your message from there.“
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In January, the Pew Research Center released their

Social Media Update Report. It shows increases in

social media users on several of the most popular

platforms. If you’re not on social media, then you’re

missing out.
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Have you been hold ing out?  Avo id ing that  whole 

“ social media thing” because you thought i t

was just  a passing fad? Do you feel l ike

the ship sailed without you? Well i t  did. 

Watching the Social
Media Ship Sail Away

The Pew report shows the most  popular

 social media site is still  Facebook. It

 attracts 71% of  American adult internet

users, which is 58% of the entire U.S.

adult population. Women are more

likely to be on Facebook than

men, with 77% of all  women

 internet users being on the site.

Pinterest and LinkedIn come in

second with each engaging

28% of adult internet users. It

should be noted that Pinterest is

an idea-generating network with

rich imagery, as opposed to

 LinkedIn’s professional career-see-

king model. Pinterest also attracts a

higher percentage of women, 42%,

compared to LinkedIn’s 27%, and this

makes Pinterest a more viable option

 consumer engagement.

Next we have Instagram with a very strong 26%

of  internet users. It’s grown considerably, up from 17%

in 2013. It also attracts more women, 29% compared to

22% which are men.

Twitter comes in last of the big social media sites

 researched by Pew. Perhaps because their platform skews

young, the percentage of adult internet users on Twitter is

23%, with slightly more men than women, 24% vs. 21%.

What do all these numbers mean? It means that so-

cial media is not a passing fad. It isn’t going away

By Desiree Duffie

exclusive
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Desiree Duffie, director of public relations,

California Exotic Novelties 
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and it’s  growing larger every year. 

Are you wondering if it’s too late? Did

you miss the social media boat? 

The answer is no. With new trends and

emerging platforms coming onto the

scene regularly, there is still plenty of

time to add social media to your

 marketing mix.

Here are some quick, easy tips to get

started!

1.) Pick one network and start slow. 

     Build one account before jum

     ping to the next. At this stage in 

     the game, you don’t want to 

     spread yourself too thin. Since  

     platforms like Pinterest and  

     Instagram are still relatively young 

     and growing, you may want to 

     choose one of them as your 

     inaugural  social media site.

2.) Make it pretty. Take some time 

     and think about the photo you 

     use and the background image. 

     It should reflect your  company’s 

     brand, but not look like an  

     advertisement. Social media is 

     popular because it’s a place for 

     people to interact with people. 

     Perhaps you could create a  

     personified profile name to  

     represent your brand? Or maybe 

     you have a company mascot or 

     spokesperson who could be the 

     face of the company for you, to 

     make it look less corporate?

3.) Make friends. In order for  social 

     media to work, you have to be 

     social. That means sharing 

      content that is interesting, fun 

     and engaging. It isn’t just a place 

     to post advertisements. Creating 

     fresh content isn’t easy, and if you 

     are looking for on-target articles, 

     product reviews, videos, and 

     more to post, use content from 

     www.ClubCalExotics.com. 

     CalExotics invites you to “steal 

     their stuff” and use whatever 

     content you’d like on your 

    social media sites.

4.) Make your net-work. Besides pos-

     ting content that is shareable, 

     make sure you share and inte-

     ract with other people’s content, 

     too. This will encourage them to 

     share your stuff, and this is one of 

     your main social media goals, 

     especially if you’re relying on or-

     ganic  results. If someone follows 

     you,  follow them back. Be friendly 

     and contribute to conversations. 

     Also look for groups and clubs to 

     join, especially on topics that 

     appeal to your target 

     demographic.

5.) Ask CalExotics for help. California 

     Exotic Novelties was one of the 

     biggest proponents of using so-

     cial media in the industry, several 

     years ago, when the rush started. 

     Today, the company leads the 

     charge with its vibrant communi-

     ties on  Facebook, Twitter, Google 

     Plus,  YouTube, Instragram, 

     Pinterest, and more. The creator 

     of its own online community, the 

     award-winning Club CalExotics, 

     the company sees the advan

     tages of everyone coming  

     together to utilize social media 

     for the benefit of the entire 

     industry. If you need advice, want 

     to connect, or have questions, 

     visit any CalExotics social media 

     site and drop them a line.

     Remember, social media is an 

     ever-changing model. New 

     technologies, applications and 

     sites are launching all the time. It 

     is never too late to jump aboard 

     the social media ship, set sail to 

     higher consumer  engagement, 

     and increase profits.
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Focus on 5G

For some time now, companies have been working on

the next gold standard of mobile communication, 5G,

which will be much quicker than LTE. Swedish network

equipment provider Ericsson demonstrated the

 technology in front of a live audience and impressed

them with a data transfer rate of 3.5GB per second –

LTE can't get beyond 600MB per second, not even in its

most modern incarnation, LTE Advanced. The added

speed is just a nice bonus, however, as the real focus

of 5G is on something else entirely. In a world where

household appliances and other machines can

 communicate with one another and cars can do most

of the driving by themselves, today's mobile networks

would be hopelessly overloaded.

The ngmn consortium published a whitepaper in which

network providers and hardware producers state their

opinion on the future of mobile communication, and

according to them, 5G will be able to provide quicker

mobile connections to several hundred thousand users
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Just l ike they have done every year s ince 2009, the major players of the mobile industr y

met in Barcelona at the end of February to present their  latest innovations at the Mobile

World Congress,  and some of the ideas that

were in t roduced have the potent ia l  o f

changing our society in a major way.

Is there a web revolution 
on the horizon?

and devices per square kilometre. For comparison, LTE is

scratching on the 1000 threshold in that regard.  Moreover,

the new technology can allegedly also be used on  

high-speed trains and planes without  a  problem.

And since the goal is to have a latency of less than 1

millisecond, this technology might even enable

Mobile World Congress

exclusive
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The Watch Urbane LTE

sports all the features of a smartwatch





 specialised surgeons to perform operations via  

remote-controlled robots even though they are on the

other side of the globe, to name but one possible

 benefit. At the moment, the average delay during data

transfer is 50 milliseconds, which would make such

 operations impossible without putting the life of the

 patient at risk. Likewise, 5G would enable self-driving

cars to respond much quicker to dangerous situations.

If everything goes as currently planned, the introduction

of the 5G technology could begin in 2020, but before

that, there are still several general standards to be

 determined and many technical challenges to be

 overcome. Among other things, new frequencies will

be required for 5G. While Europe had been more or

less confined to the sidelines during the development

of LTE, the Old World wants to play a more active role in

the evolution of 5G, as Günther Oettinger, the EU

 Commissioner for Digital Economy, emphasises at the

Mobile World Congress. To that end, the European Union

has joined forces with South Korea, investing 700 million

Euro worth of funding.

Holodeck prototype

An innovation that is much more tangible than 5G feels

right out of a “Star Trek“ episode as it features the basic
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characteristics of a holodeck. Valve, a company best

known for their video game distribution network Steam,

and Taiwanese mobile device producer HTC, presented

their vision of virtual reality at the Congress: HTC Vive.

While most attempts at creating a virtual reality have

relied and continue to rely on special glasses, this new

system makes use of laser boxes positioned throughout

the room, and two special controllers, one for each

hand, with a touchpad and buttons you can use with

your fingers. This combinations enables the user to move

freely through the simulated environment. The demons-

tration covered several scenarios: cooking, diving to

the wreck of a sunken ship, ordering toy soldiers around,

painting in mid-air, or repairing robots in the world of

the “Portal“ video game.

While the other big, computer-based virtual reality

 project in development, Oculus Rift, remains vague,

Valve and HTC even announced a launch date for the

consumer version of HTC Vive: The product is scheduled

to hit the market at the end of the year. That leaves

 interested consumers with enough time to look for a

new apartment or at least clear one room of all furniture

since you need at least 20 square metres to use HTC

Vive. What's more, the system will most likely take a big

chunk out of your bank account as it is expected to be
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HTC Vive is set for a launch at the end of 2015  





the most ex-

pensive of the three

 rivalling virtual reality products

in development at the moment – the

others being Oculus Rift (PC, launch date to be

announced), and Morpheus (launching some time in

2015 for Playstation 4). It probably goes without saying

that HTC Vive requires a high-end computer.

The potential areas of application go far beyond

playing video games, though, and companies,

 institutions, and organisations, will certainly venture

into interesting experiments with the technology.

Even with conservative expectations, one could

easily see travel agencies offering their

 customers a virtual tour of the desired hotel, or

museums taking visitors back to the glory days

of ancient sites.

Wrist phone

LG presented their Watch Urbane LTE (not to be

 confused with the Watch Urbane that has no

 similarities with this project), the next generation of

smart watches. As the name suggests, the watch

 comes equipped with an LTE module, meaning it can

be used  independently of smartphones, allowing the

user to take phone calls and receive messages on

their wrist watch without any additional devices. LG is

also pushing their home-made operating system

 WebOS, and the latest reports make it seem like a

great alternative to Google's Android-specific system

for wearables.

The Watch Urbane LTE boasts all the features you'd

 expect from a smart watch, i.e. activity tracker (even

including GPS support), MP3 player, or remote control

for the camera of a connected smartphone. Moreo-

ver, it can communicate with other devices via NFC.

 However, the watch will only be available in the Asian

market at first since the SIM card is firmly fitted into
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the watchcase so you can't remove it or exchange

it. That won't go down well in markets like

Europe. It is to be  expected, however,

that we will see a  modified version 

in Western markets before long, alt-

hough as of yet, there have been 

no  announcements to that end.

When Billy met Qi 

As far as the wireless recharging of

mobile devices was concerned, the Mobile

World Congress made pretty  obvious which

 technology has the best chances of becoming the

new standard. Samsung announced that their new

flagship smartphones, Galaxy 6 and  Galaxy 6S Edge,

will be fully compatible with the Qi technology. And if

you are looking for the right furniture with Qi-recharge

surfaces, those are even available from Ikea now:

numerous new tables, bedside cabinets, and lamps

in the furniture giant's range can supply compatible

smartphones and tablets with energy. You just have

to put your mobile device on the furniture item, and

it will recharge via inductive energy transmission.

Samsung Pay

As far as the integration of Qi is concerned, Samsung

follows the example set by the new Google Nexus

models and the Microsoft Lumia line, but when it

 comes to mobile payment options, they make

 aggressive inroads into Apple territory. Similar to the

mobile payment service offered by Apple, Samsung

Pay will enable the user to pay with their phone in the

store, without having to rummage through their

 pockets for cards. The special thing here is that this

technology can also be used in stores that are not

equipped with NFC-compatible terminals. Having

 taken over LoopPay, Samsung has the necessary

 technology to enable direct communication between

their smartphones and magnet card readers.

 Samsung Pay will only be available in South Korea

and the United States at first, and if the reports of “Busi-

ness Korea“ hold true, there will be no transaction fees.

In many European countries, there is little potential for

part of the service, however, as magnet card readers

are slowly but surely giving way to chip solutions.
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Ikea tables, bedside cabinets,

and lamps provide energy to

compatible smartphones and tablets 
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Three? Five? Seven? How many dif ferent

 vibration patterns should a vibrator offer? As

far as the star t-up Comingle is concerned, the

answer is obvious: as many as you want. Their first

product, “The Mod”, is a vibrator based on the open

source hardware Arduino, al lowing the user to pro-

gramme new vibration patterns, to control the vibration

from their smartphone, or even to translate their hear t

rate into a vibration pattern. “These days, pretty much

anything can be turned into electric signals,” as Paul Clif ton

puts i t  in our EAN inter view. He also tel ls  us about the

 development of The Mod, and about the features the

 vibrator will offer when it hits the market later this year.

 customization. Beyond that, we aim to spread sex-positivity

and promote education in technology through our

 products, web- community, and workshops. Free 

open-source software and hardware, and a focus 

on community building around sex-tech is how we will

achieve those goals.

You are currently operating with a team of four. Can you

introduce your team to us?

Comingle is a young start-up, founded in 2014. 

Can you tell us a bit about your company 

and your  philosophy?

Paul Clifton: While outwardly, Comingle looks like a tech

company that is focused on innovation in the sex-tech

field, our mission is much bigger than that. In terms of

 product design, we focus on user experience. We

 designed the Mod to be an excellent vibrator in terms of

form, materials, and sensations, while also supporting

exclusive

“We’ve designed the Mod 
to be very easy to interact with.”
Paul Clifton talks about the potential of personalised pleasure
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Among other things, Paul's job at Comingle is to ensure

a harmonious relationship between body and technology

P A U L  C L I F T O N

Paul Clifton: Andy is a polymath

 adventurer exploring new ways of

 interacting with living creatures. At

 Comingle, he employs his skills in

 physical computing and animal

 interaction to develop novel means

of engaging with the human animal.

Craig oversees Comingle’s electronics

and software design. His background

is in materials science and nanotech-

nology process development. 

Melanie helps craft and document

our growing list of how-to articles. She

has a background in non-profit

 administration and sociology.

My focus at Comingle is on interaction

design, combining shapes and

 sensors in ways that let our 

products respond to your body. My

 background is in digital media,

 interaction design and engineering.

What led you to found a company in

the sex toy sector?

Paul Clifton: A few different factors

led to our interest in creating sex toys.

First, during a workshop in Panama, a

participant asked Andy if he could

help her make a vibrator. He said yes,

and through that collaboration he

 learned about some of the interesting

design challenges that vibrators entail.

Next, during a conversation with Paul,

it became clear that there was lots of

unrealised potential for technology

and interaction design in the sex toy

industry. Andy and Paul had been

 studying how to design interactions

for physical-digital hybrid interfaces

during their Ph.D. research and sex

toys seemed like an excellent field to

apply their skills to. Finally, the

 intersection between interest in 

sex-positivity and technology be-

came more and more apparent as

they talked to people about their work.

Comingle found a space where it

could promote technological

 education and give people an

 opportunity to learn about sexuality at

the same time.

You are currently working on a vibra-

tor called „The Mod“, which will hit

the markets next summer. What will

make this vibrator different from the

many others, currently on the  market?

Paul Clifton: User-experience, in more

ways than one, sets the Mod apart

from all other vibrators. The design of

most vibrators focuses on shape and

texture and provides a few vibration

patterns and intensities. Those are

 important qualities for a vibrator to be

satisfying, and we’ve definitely

 focused on them as well. But the user

experience of Mod goes beyond

that. We’ve designed the Mod to be

very easy to interact with. It has an

on/off button, so when you’re finished

using it, you can just turn it off, without

fiddling with controls. And it has only

one main control button that can

switch patterns and control  intensity,

which means that you don’t have to



look at the controls or

feel around to find

the right button to

push. Beyond using

the vibrator on its

own, the Mod crea-

tes new experiences

by being totally

 customizable. We

provide easy-to-install

apps on our website

that change the

 patterns the Mod can

run and that make it

possible to control the Mod from a website, your phone, a

Nunchuck controller, a heartbeat sensor or any number

of other things. Because it’s so easy to change the software

that runs the Mod, it’s easy to create new sex toy experi-

ences. And, we’ve focused on making it easy for people

with different levels of comfort with technology to change

and create their own behaviours for the Mod, so people

can really explore their different sexual moods and prefe-

rences using a single device.

Your product is composed of two separate parts: the

actual vibrator, and a controller. Why have you chosen to

divide up your product and not put the technic into one

pice? What are the advantages of the separate  controller?

Paul Clifton: The external controller has two main

 advantages. The first is flexibility. If we had included the

technology from the controller in the vibrator, it wouldn’t

be possible to connect a different controller later. So if

 someone wanted to switch from the Nunchuck to a

 heartbeat sensor, he or she would have to buy another

 vibrator. By keeping the controller external, we make it
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possible for people to use the same vibrator in lots of

 different ways. The second is power and control. The

 controller that comes with the Mod has lots of sensors in it,

many of which wouldn’t be very useful if they were

 embedded in the vibrator itself. For example, the controller

detects tilt and rotation, which we’ve set up to control

which motor in the shaft is vibrating and how intense it is.

So, just by moving the controller around, the vibration

changes. If that was in the vibrator, you couldn’t control

the vibrations and move the vibrator around at the same

time. There are other benefits to external controllers, like

making it easier for your partner to control the vibrations

while you use the Mod. So once again, our decision to

use external controllers really goes back to user experience

design, with an entire system of interactions and

 customizations as one of our primary goals. As we release

more controllers, some of them will be smaller and fit

 seamlessly on to the base of the Mod; others will be

 wireless; and still others might be embedded in future

 versions, but the design of the controllers will always focus

on how they’ll actually be the most useful and fun.

Besides the direct control on the vibrator itself or the

 separate controller, it will be possible to control The Mod

in many different ways: via the movement in video chats,

the heartbeat and touch sensing. Can you tell us how this

is achieved technically?

Paul Clifton: The Mod is based on an open-source

 hardware platform called Arduino, which in a very general

sense is a tiny, cheap computer. It’s designed to make it

easy to hook up sensors and outputs (buttons or controllers

and vibration motors in the case of the Mod). It also is the

core technology that supports a huge, worldwide

 community of DIY enthusiasts and electronics tinkerers, so

it’s a natural choice for the foundation of a customizable

product. We’ve engineered a piece of Arduino-based

hardware that we call the Dilduino that is designed to
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Comingle found a space where it

could promote technological

 education and give people an 

opportunity to learn about sexuality 

at the same time.”
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“

The Dilduino board is at the core

of all Comingle products

Craig, Comingle's go-to guy for designing

the electronic elements and the software





make it easy to em-

bed in a vibrator and

still connect different

controllers. Basically,

we put a USB port on

it. A USB cable is just

some wires on the

 inside, and the Dil-

duino just needs

some electronic

 signals to respond to.

So now that we have

this tiny computer

that we can plug

anything in to, we can just write software that sends signals

to the Mod over a USB cable.

The video chat example uses some software called  

Open-CV to look at every pixel in each frame of a

 video chat window and detect when they change. It

then calculates how many pixels changed each

frame and turns that in to a number that indicates

how much movement there is in the video. It sends

that number to the Mod as a voltage on the USB ca-

ble. The Mod has a program running that says if the

number is high, vibrate a lot. If it’s low, vibrate less.

The heartbeat demo works in a similar way. We have

a sensor that sends an electric signal every time your

heart beats. The Mod’s software looks for that signal,

and turn on a vibration motor whenever it receives it,

so it beats in time with your heart.

Since the magic happens in software,

we can do lots of cool stuff with these

signals. These days pretty much

 anything (stock   prices, music, your

lover’s footsteps, waves crashing

against the beach, etc.) can be turned

in to electric signals, and we can

 really control the Mod with any of

those things. The tricky part is ma-

king the inputs and outputs make

sense  together in a way that is

pleasing in a sexual context,

and that’s where Andy’s and

my  background as  interaction

designers comes in very handy.
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To be honest, I'm having a hard time imagining the touch

sensing feature of The Mod. How does it work and how

can it be used?

Paul Clifton: The touch sensing that will be available at

launch turns your or your partner’s body in to a controller

for the Mod. It works using capacitive touch sensing, which

is the same sort of tech that is in a phone’s touch screen.

Basically, your body completes and electric circuit, and

that circuit sends a signal to the Mod, and the software on

the Mod responds to that signal by turning on and off

 vibration motors.

We’re still working out the best way to use this technology

for controlling a Mod, but one specific example that we’re

working on is detecting stroking. The vibrations move up

and down the shaft of the Mod as you stroke yourself from

your leg to your breast. This really lets you use both hands

and your whole body in cooperation with the Mod to have

a really personal experience. 

Software is an important point when it comes to the

 customization of sex toys. What do you offer in that regard

and how can I use it to program my Mod? Can it also be

used for other products?

Paul Clifton: The Dilduino is our hardware platform and

we’re calling our software library OSSex. OSSex is written in

the Arduino programming language, which can be used

to program any hardware based on the Arduino platform,

of which there is a lot. Since our library runs on any Arduino,

OSSex could be used to control anything that needs a

motor control or patterning library. It will be really useful for

people developing haptic feedback devices, which

 include video game controllers and prosthetics.

We will also use the same library to control our future

 products, so a pattern developed for the Mod will work

just as well on our future vibrators. And since the inputs

and outputs are arbitrary, we can use OSSex to control

 future toys that use different outputs. For example, a

 prototype we published last year, called the Electric Eel

Digital Condom, used three e-stim pads. The Electric Eel
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Because it’s so easy to change the

software that runs the Mod, it’s easy

to create new sex toy experiences.”
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The “Nunchuck” is available separately

and can be used to control the vibrator

Andy brings his knowledge about physical

computing and animal interaction to the Comingle table





could run programs

written for the Mod

and vice versa. It

would just feel very

different.

OSSex’s real power is

that it makes it easy

to create new pat-

terns and design

controller behaviors.

We’ve written appli-

cations for our web-

site that let you

create patterns using

your mouse to move sliders around, which can be used

to generate OSSex based patterns that are directly uploa-

dable to the Mod.

Will this come with a comfortable customer interface to

create the patterns or will I have to write the code? Can I

record patterns which I created using one of the other

 input methods and alter them later?

Paul Clifton: Not only will it be easy to create patterns

 without writing code, but if you’re interested, you can use

creating patterns as a tool to learn programming.

On our website, we’ll provide visual interfaces for drawing

patterns, creating patterns from music, controlling the Mod

directly, and more. The web apps generate the code for

the patterns on the server, completely in the background,

and that code will just look like an icon that you install on

your Mod directly from our site. These apps could be

 compiled to run on a phone or PC, so if people don’t

want to go to our site to make patterns, we’ll make them

available for download.

Since we want to inspire people to learn about technology

as well, we’re also designing apps that let you design

 patterns directly, like described above, but also show you

visually, what’s going on in the code while the pattern is

running. That will make it easy for people to see what parts

of the programs are actually changing, and make it less

intimidating to change bits of code to feel what

 happens to their patterns.
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By giving people direct access to the code, they’ll be

able to modify their patterns later, or load them back in to

the tools we provide to make changes using a visual

 interface.

It seems that it is all about controlling and modifying the

vibration patterns of the vibrator with you guys... why do

you think that this is what the customer wants?

Paul Clifton: Controlling and modify patterns is what it

looks like on the surface, but what we’re really all about

is empowering people to create their own sexual

 experiences, explore the possibilities of technology in 

(or outside of) their bedrooms, and open themselves

up to sexual exploration. The Mod is the first physical

 embodiment of those goals. Its features, which focus

on stimulation and control are our first attempt to make

our vision a reality. We talk about patterns a lot, and so

do other sex toy companies, but on the Mod, a pattern

is something very different. Since the Mod has three

motors in the shaft a pattern can be a sequence of

 vibrations that simulate movement or texture. A pattern

can be how each motor responds to the beats of music.

A  pattern can do something different every time you

run it  depending on how it’s being controlled. A pattern,

then, is really more of a description of what the Mod’s

motors are doing in response to some input. Input and

output – I/O – are the broad terms for what we’re calling

control and patterns, so for the Mod, the combination

of control and patterns is what leads to the truly unique

experiences that the Mod  enables. First and fore-

most, we think customers want a high-quality

 vibrator that makes them feel really good. That’s

where we started, but we add value to that by

 giving our customers the ability to take (or give) control

of their sexual experiences.
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Melanie takes care of the ever growing list

of how-to articles on the Comingle website





The software you are developing to control The 

Mod is open source. Does that mean, it 

can be used by other companies to control 

their vibrator as well? Is your software compatible with

all Arduino  platforms?

Paul Clifton: Definitely! Any company can use

our software. It only runs on Arduino-based plat-

forms, but our algorithms are open-source too

and could be reverse engineered pretty easily.

We’d love it if other companies started making  

Arduino-based sex toys and using our platforms

and software, because anything they developed

would work on our toys. And anyone who had a

toy made by someone else would eventually find

their way back to us and try out some of the

 software and hardware that we make available. An

open-source ecosystem with a shared set of

 standards benefits everyone. That’s what has 

driven the growth of the Internet and what will

 continue to drive the spread of tech throughout our

day-to-day lives.

Our software should be compatible with all Arduino

platforms, so it can also be used for non-sex related

applications or other DIY sex-tech projects, even if

people don’t buy a Dilduino from us.

Can The Mod also be accessed using a smartphone?

Paul Clifton: The Mod can be controlled using a

smartphone. We’ve published a tutorial about hooking

it up to an Android tablet, but we’re still designing

the user interface for the smartphone app that

people would actually use. We are also working on

a wireless add-on for the Mod, which would make it

easier to use the Mod with a smartphone.

Coming back to the hardware you are using. What

will your vibrator feature in that regard?

Paul Clifton: Besides the Dilduino, the Mod is

powered by a USB rechargeable LiPo battery that

lasts for several hours on a full charge (depending

on controllers and motor power). The Mod also has

three vibration motors in the shaft. The motors we

use are the best option in terms of power, size,

and how they work with our platform. Having

three of them lets us create a range of
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 sensations, from a low frequency rumble, to pulsating

patterns that move up and down the shaft.

How are you planning to market your product, once it

is finished? Will the vibrator and the controller be

 available separately?

Paul Clifton: We will sell the Mod on its own or 

bundled with a controller. As we release more

 controllers, we’ll give people more bundle options.

We’ll also sell the components separately and as kits

for people who want to make their own Mod or alter

the design in some way. Additional controllers will be

available for purchase on their own, so once people

have Mods, all they have to buy is a new controller to

have a new experience.

Will The Mod be available in Europe? Are currently

looking for distributors to sell your product?

Paul Clifton: The Mod will be available worldwide,

through our website. We are interested in talking to

 distributors as well.

Do you have any plans what will come after The 

Mod? Will there be different shapes, using the 

same  technology?

Paul Clifton: The Mod is just the very first piece of a

very large vision. In terms of the multi-vibrating platform,

we will definitely be offering additional forms including

a version with a clitoral stimulator and bigger and

 smaller versions. We’ll also be working to improve our

website by improving our pattern design apps and

 allowing user-generated content, with the goal of

 supporting a community of people interested in the

intersection of sex and technology. We also intend to

design a multi-vibrating sleeve and a set of e-stim toys,

like the Electric Eel, based on the Dilduino platform.
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From the first version (almost) to the

finished product: The prototypes of the Mod





Could you first give us some information about your-

self? For example, where did you work before you

joined Leg Avenue, and what were your duties there?

Àlex Robles: My name is Àlex Robles Minguell, 39 ye-

ars-old, married, four kids, currently living in Barcelona

(Spain).  My professional background is mainly in the

fashion business where I spent most of my close to 15

year career in positions like:
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In order to strengthen their posit ion in the South European markets and to lay the foundation

for future expansion, Leg Avenue Europe is now drawing from the knowledge of Àlex Robles

Minguell.  Not only does the fashion industry exper t bring sales, purchasing, and distr ibution

know-how to the table, but he also has the necessary l inguist ic ski l ls  to communicate with

Leg Avenue's business par tners  in France, I taly,  Spain, and Por tugal.

EAN inter viewed him about his new posit ion.

“Leg Avenue is not just  
another sexy lingerie brand.”

Director of the Sales Department at brands Smash and

Mismash (for almost five years).

Director of the Purchase Department at Precisport, world-

wide licensee of motor-related brands such as Ferrari

(clothes & accessories). The last year and a half, I also

entered into the shoe business, becoming a distributor

for shoe sneaker brands like Civic Duty Shoes (US) or Yi

Ren Shoes (Spain).

Àlex Robles Minguell joins Leg Avenue Europe

Àlex Robles Minguell, Leg Avenue Europe's

new Sales Manager for Southern Europe

exclusive
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How did your engagement for Leg

Avenue Europe come to pass?

Àlex Robles: After working in the

shoe business, which brought me

lots of positive new experiences and

knowledge, I wanted to come back

to something closer to fashion distri-

bution…and found out that Leg

Avenue Europe was looking for a

Sales Manager for the South Euro-

pean markets. 

What exactly will be your area of

responsibility?

Àlex Robles: I’ll be the Sales  Manager

for the Southern  European markets.

Which markets and distribution

channels will you be responsible for?

The mainstream market as well as

the erotic market?

Àlex Robles: I’ll be in charge of all

the markets of France, Italy, Spain

and Portugal. Lingerie and costu-

mes, for both mainstream and ero-

tic markets.

What did spark your interest in this

new challenge? What is your moti-

vation, and what are your goals for

this new job?

Àlex Robles: Although I didn’t have

previous experience in lingerie, I

found that Leg Avenue is not just

another sexy lingerie brand. The way

the brand treats the product, mar-

keting, or communication, has

more in common with what I was

used to in fashion…so I thought, why

not? I also like new challenges, 

I must admit!

I am highly motivated, as I can see

a lot of potential in Europe for Leg

Avenue. In my opinion, mainstream

lingerie brands are evolving into

something sexier because reality

shows that there is great demand

in sexier quality lingerie, so I would

not be surprised to see an evolution

of the lingerie market in coming ye-

ars. Also, the gradual expansion of

a brand like Victoria’s Secret in

Europe will contribute in this change.

And regarding my goal, that would

be to consolidate Leg Avenue as

the reference in the sexy lingerie

market. I also want to introduce the

brand to some of the big main-

stream players. I mean, why not?

How would you describe yourself in

your position as Sales Manager?

À L E X  R O B L E S



Àlex Robles: A person skilled

in detecting and exploi-

ting business opportu-

nities, dedicated and

hard-working. The

fact that I can flu-

ently communi-

cate in the diffe-

rent languages of

my markets, also

helps in pursuing

my task. 

Leg Avenue is a well

established brand – what

are other strong points of Leg

Avenue Europe in your opinion?

Àlex Robles: Unbelievable product quality

& design, which, in my opinion, is very hard to find at

the same level in this segment of the market. 

A strong image that has an undeniable “American

touch” which is very appreciated in Europe.

Strong marketing & communication, with frequent cam-

paigns in iconic fashion publications such as Harper's

Bazaar, with celebrities such as Lady Gaga, Penelope

Cruz, or Claudia Schiffer wearing our products! If I'm not

mistaken, Leg Avenue is currently the only company in

in the sexy lingerie industry doing such campaigns, and

this is very good for sales because it gives us worldwide

brand recognition!

What are your expectations regarding your new task

and the lingerie market in general?

Àlex Robles: I would like to consolidate a distribution

network in Europe matching, or even surpassing, what

the brand has achieved in the U.S. where it is already a

reputed and well-known brand. With the help of the ex-

perienced sales team that Leg Avenue Europe has in

other parts of Europe, I am sure we will achieve this

goal. And regarding the lingerie market, I would love to

contribute to making sexy lingerie more mainstream

and introducing it to a wider public. 

How much more potential do you see for Leg Avenue

in South Europe?
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Àlex Robles: Unlimited

potential. The most im-

portant thing is that I

can count on the

strong structure

behind me. Leg

Avenue has

made an im-

portant strategic

decision, which

is to establish

themselves di-

rectly through a

branch in Europe (Leg

Avenue Europe), with a

HQ in the Netherlands.

This is crucial since nowadays,

and especially in the Southern Euro-

pean markets, retailers need to be able to rely on a

fast and fully assorted stock close by. 

On the other hand, retailers in my markets are very

happy to learn that Leg Avenue has decided to create

a foothold in  Europe. As the brand is known by almost

everyone in the market, it was only a matter of creating

the structures on the ground for high-performance dis-

tribution. I am convinced that soon, the South

 European markets will catch up to the level already

established in North & West European markets. Given

the initial reactions of the customers, I have every

 reason to be optimistic.

With the year 2015 still being relatively young, where

do you see the current trends in the lingerie & fashion

industry for this year?

Àlex Robles: As far as my markets are concerned, and

with slight differences from one country to another, 

I would say that retailers in lingerie & fashion industry

are more optimistic now after a relatively good F/W14-

15 season. In my opinion, this trend should consolidate

in S/S15. Nevertheless, it must also be mentioned that

the Southern European fashion distribution landscape

has undergone a sharp restructuring process in the past

 seven years, in which many of the players have disap-

peared (particularly weaker independent stores). 

Now I can see clear sky after the storm!
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“Our designs are 
what set us apart.”

Darren Knights presents Crackstuffers

I N T E R V I E W

Darren Knights,

founder of Crackstuffers
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Darren, you are part of Crack-

stuffers. Which position do you

have in the company? Would you

mind introducing Crackstuffers to

our readers? 

Darren Knights: Crackstuffers is a

small but well-known manufacturer

of dildos for the gay and hetero -

sexual market, based in the UK but

with worldwide recognition and

sales. I started Crackstuffers 10 years

ago when I spotted a gap in the

market, so to speak. Our toys are

unique and are well known in the

industry. We design them ourselves,

and as we are players we tend to

know what will work in terms of

 stimulating pleasure, be it on your

own or with a partner.

Your company is located in London.

Do you also have your production

facilities there? Do you produce all

your products yourself?  

Darren Knights: Yes we have a large

studio workshop in London. It’s here

where we make all the prototypes,

right through to the production of

the toy itself. We can handle large

volumes as we are in production on

a daily basis.  

What makes your products stand

out from the competitors? Are you

using special materials? How impor-

tant is a unique design for you? 

Darren Knights: Our blue makes our

toys distinctive for sure, when we

started there were the usual suspect

colours, beige, red and black. We

wanted something that would stand

out on the shelf, or in someone’s

playroom. Our branding also makes

us stand out, this is very important

to us and you can see this in our

strong imagery, its graphic without

being too in your face, we never

show penetration in our adverts, but

we have suggestions of it. Our

images have a rough raw quality to

them, and it’s this image that people

remember. Our designs are what set

us apart. As we use our own products

personally, we get a good sense of

what will work, and what won’t. 

How often do you launch new toys?

What was the latest addition to 

your portfolio?

Darren Knights: We have recently

introduced 23 new toys, which

 include new butt plugs, probes,

 truncheons, a bone double ender,

suppositories and many more…

They have been warmly received

and are proving to be very popular.

Do you see certain trends in the

community which are reflected in

your sales? For instance, are you

 selling bigger or smaller toys? 

What is your current bestseller?

Darren Knights: When we started

we focused on bigger toys, but did

include some smaller ones as well.

We have families of sizes, so you

can have one shape toy in 3-4

 different seizes, which means

 customers can stretch at their own

pace, and when they’re ready they

can return to the store to buy the

next size up. As we progressed, we

brought out smaller toys for

 beginners, but we kept getting

 requests for even larger toys, and I

honestly thought we had gone as

big as we could, but our customers

are professionals, so can clearly

handle bigger which we are happy

to provide. I think we have a good

range of toys to suit all stages of

play. Our best seller if we had to

choose one style, would be our

depth trainers. These have been

D A R R E N  K N I G H T S
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Our blue makes our

toys distinctive for

sure, when we started

there were the usual 

suspect colours, beige, 

red and black. We wanted

something that would stand

out on the shelf, or in 

someone’s playroom.”
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Sometimes, i t ' s  al l  in a name. Take Crackstuffers,  for example. The London-based company

has been producing di ldos for ten years,  and their  products are par t icular ly popular in the

gay and f ist ing scene. Par t  of Crackstuffers '  popular i ty can be attr ibuted to the fact that

the members of the team are themselves passionate users of their trademark-blue products.

They know exactly what the costumers want and expect. In our inter view, Dar ren Knights,

the founder of Crackstuffers,  shines a spotl ight on his company, and he tel ls  us how impor-

tant s ize and design are for the success of Crackstuffer di ldos.



 hugely successful; the idea came to us on night, as it

does. This toy is designed to open you up deeper, slowly

over time. 

Compared with other niches of the erotic industry, your

target audience is comparatively small. How important

is a strong brand presence in that regard? 

Darren Knights: The market is small, but we have a

loyal base of customers who return to us for new

 products, or to up-size to the next toy. Because we

 advertise quite heavily with powerful imagery, we have

a strong market presence. I think our customers like the

fact that thought has gone into the design of our toys,

and that its gay run for the gay community rather than

being a mass produced toy from the east.

Which measures do you take to make Crackstuffers

known as a brand among the people who might be

interested in using your products? How important is word

of mouth for growth in this segment?

Darren Knights: Word of mouth is certainly the best

form of advertising. We use a lot of social media to

get people talking about our toys, we send porn stars

 samples of our toys, and we supply the porn compa-

nies with them, so they visible wherever you go. We

also give advice to those end customers who are not

sure what to start out with, some peoples eyes are

 bigger than their… um, well you know… So we suggest

with starting out with something modest and working

up to the next one. 

Where can interested retailers turn to if they want to

add Crackstuffers products to their portfolio? Do you

work together with distributors?
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Darren Knights: We work with retailers around the world,

and also with distributors. We can also suggest best selling

ranges to the retailers; some naturally are better sellers

than others. For us its important to have a happy retailer,

second orders are far more important to us than the first

initial order, its means the retailer is happy with Crack -

stuffers. We can arrange all the shipping, and orders are

 turned around in a couple of weeks. We sell all over

Europe, United Kingdom, Australia & New Zealand, 

as well as in the USA.

A lot of sex shops are trying to become more female

friendly nowadays. Their stores look like of boutiques.

Does the trend towards more female-friendliness pose

a problem for Crackstuffers, since certain channels of

distribution are closed to you?

Darren Knights: In the early days of Crackstuffers we sold

primarily to the gay market, but we have seen a big

change in this. As a lot of straight men are now experi-

menting with anal sex, we find more and more straight

stores are carrying Crackstuffers. But it’s also these stores

that sell to the gay market, especially when they are

 internet based. In remote areas outside of a city, there

are no gay stores, so the online companies cater for

those customers. And lets not forget that some woman

like big toys too, for themselves or their boyfriends!

What can we expect from Crackstuffers in the future?

Darren Knights: We have some big exciting changes

taking place right now; we are introducing silicone toys

with lots of new styles and some new and unusual designs,

and also branching off into different markets.  It’s a new

era for us, which will push us forward to become a bigger

player in the market.
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Jimmyjane has added Sandra Van Looij to the team,

and she will be taking over the position of Educational

Executive for the European market. Why is Sandra the

right person for that job?

Alicia Sinclair: Sandra is a great addition to the Jimmyjane

team! She has experience in the industry, where she

 worked with Scala, Jimmyjane’s exclusive distributor in the

European region. Her knowledge of the category, multi-

lingual skills, and enthusiasm for Jimmyjane make her an

ideal fit for this role, which includes a lot of education and

communication. 

How did you end up picking Sandra? Did her prior expe-

rience in the erotic industry play a major role when you

made your decision?

Alicia Sinclair: Sandra’s prior industry experience is definitely

something we took into consideration. She also has a

strong skill set for the role as an Educational Executive. She

is charismatic, knowledgeable and very supportive of the

Jimmyjane brand and mission, which makes her a great

representative of our brand. 

What exactly does an Educational Executive at

 Jimmyjane do?

Alicia Sinclair: Jimmyjane has spent the last year

 developing a new training platform that goes beyond

product features and incorporates components of sexual

education. We see results when our partners have the

tools to communicate on the broader scope of sexuality

to their customers. The Educational Executives at
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Alicia Sinclair, Jimmyjane's VP of Worldwide Sales and Business Development,

took the t ime for an EAN inter view and talked with us about her company's

t raining and education programme, descr ibing the elements i t  entai ls  and

giving some examples of how successful  this programme has already been

for J immyjane and i ts  t rade par tners.  On top of that,  Al icia also introduced

the company's new Educational Executive for Europe, Sandra Van Looi j .

“The Educational Executives at  Jimmyjane 
are there to support our customers.”

 Jimmyjane are there to support our customers, educated

them on Jimmyjane products and sexuality as a whole. 

What do you want to convey to the retailers in your training

programme? What do the participants learn? Which skills

will be honed?

Alicia Sinclair: The aim of the training program is to go

beyond product features, and give customers a dynamic

understanding of human sexuality. Understanding the

 basics of human sexuality has proven helpful in helping

customers understand how pleasure products interact with

the body so they understand product feature/benefits and

can find the most fitting product to meet their desires. 

And how should we envision this training programme?

Could you take us through such a course?

Alicia Sinclair: A typical training with the new platform is

split into two parts, about 45 minutes of sexual education,

which is then followed by more traditional product training.

During the sex education portion we cover a broad range

of sexuality including: anatomy, different vaginal shapes,

the PVC muscles, pre-post menopausal anatomy, arousal,

the perineum, prostate pleasure, erogenous zones and

the latest research from scientific journals pertaining to

 sexuality. We also ask customers the top 5 questions they

are fielding from customers, and are constantly revising

the discussion.

And everything the participants learn during the pro-

gramme they can use when dealing with the consumers?

Jimmyjane offers product training and education to the trade

exclusive
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Alicia Sinclair: Yes, the goal is to give our customers addi-

tional tools to understand how pleasure products interact

with the body. We believe a strong understanding of

 human sexuality is important to connect the customer

with the proper product to meet their desires. 

How important is it in today's market to have well-trained

salespeople? How strongly can the staff influence the

 consumer's decision to buy a certain product?

Alicia Sinclair: Retailers and their sales staff are dealing

with customers on a daily basis. Human sexuality can be

a complex, and daunting subject, and consumers are

not always sure of what they are looking for. We feel that a

well-trained sales person is the key to connecting consu-

mers with the correct product to meet their needs. 

We see consumers are looking for multiple options and

experiences in the bedroom, by creating a collection of

pleasure products. If a customer leaves a store with an

item and has a positive experience, it is likely they will return

to expand their options and with additional purchases.  

You have been offering your training courses in the US

for some time now. How do your American trade part-

ners respond to these courses? What kind of feedback

do you receive?

Alicia Sinclair: We have been developing this sex educa-

tion component since July 2014, and the response has

been great! Following a few of the trainings we have asked

retailers to evaluate the program with a questionnaire,

and 95% said the information was valuable and they

would like to have additional trainings with this framework. 

Does this training programme have a long-term impact

on the sales figures? 

Alicia Sinclair: We believe there will be a long-term impact

on revenue and sales for our customers. From the

 accounts we have worked with we typically see a 10-15%

increase in sales. 

Critics might argue that your programme is purely sales

training, focussing entirely on the Jimmyjane brand. What

do you say to that?  

Alicia Sinclair: The program is split into two segments; one

focused on human sexuality and the other is a more stan-

dard product training. Giving store staff an more in-depth

understanding of hu-

man sexuality allows

them to speak to cus-

tomers from an educa-

ted perspective about

any product. We be-

lieve this authority will

build confidence with

consumers who are looking to make a purchase and

drive conversion for overall sales for the retailer. 

How important are your training programme and the

Educational Executives when it comes to consolidating

existing business partnerships with the retail trade and

 expanding into new markets?

Alicia Sinclair: Our Educational Executives role is purely

based on sexual education and product training to give

existing customers knowledge on sexuality and Jimmyjane.

Our sales team, including myself, and Luz Acosta in North

America, is responsible for managing our business

 relationships for new and existing accounts. 

Who should European trade members turn to if they are

interested in your training programme?

Alicia Sinclair: For the European region, Sandra Van Looij,

is the Educational Executive. She speaks Dutch, German

and English and is already taking meetings for trainings. 

To schedule a training, customers can send an email to

education@jimmyjane.com 

Your decision to hire Sandra van Looij was preceded 

by the announcement that Scala is now the exclusive

 distribution partner for Jimmyjane products in Europe.

What can the European market expect from Jimmyjane

from now on?

Alicia Sinclair: We are really excited about our partnership

with Scala. Customers can now visit the Jimmyjane’s newly

dedicated space in the Scala Playhouse showroom in

 Almere, Netherlands. The new Jimmyjane space within

Scala’s showroom is 33 sq. ft. (or 10 square meters) where

European customers can interact with the products in an

inviting atmosphere. Jimmyjane has seen demand for

premium pleasure products on the rise in the US and

 believes this trend will also translate internationally, and we

are excited to see what 2015 brings. 

Sandra Van Looij, Jimmyjane's

Educational Executive for Europe
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At the end of the day, al l  v ibrators make use of the same principle: Dr iven by a motor,  a

weight rotates around an axis.  The bigger the weight,  the greater the vibrat ion. You don't

have to be doctor of physics to understand or even implement this pr inciple – but i t  can't

hur t ,  ei ther.  Dr.  X. Treme is one of the founders of star t-up Orgasmatronics, and their  f i rs t

product, X1, makes use of a much bigger weight than most other v ibrators on the market.

Recently,  the company launched their  second product cal led the Ambrosia. To learn more

about the technical features of their  toys and to f ind out how much inf luence science wi l l

have on the future of adult  products,  EAN asked Dr.  X. Treme for an inter view.

The company Orgasmatronics takes a scientific approach to developing sex toys
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“I seek to use physics to 
accomplish things in a more elegant way.”
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Doctor X. Treme, you are the

CEO and co-founder of Orgas-

matronics. Please tell us more about

your company. When was it founded

and what is your philosophy?

Dr. X. Treme: We started selling from

our online shop in June of 2012, right

after I quit my science job. Our

 philosophy has always been driven

by what we see as the diversity in

 human sexuality but the lack of

 diversity in sex toy products. We feel

that by getting to the heart of how a

machine works and thinking about

it, it is possible to create truly new

 experiences that more accurately

represent the sexual diversity found

in people.  

By the way, you are a real doctor.

What is your field of study and 

how does it help you in your 

daily work of creating more orgasms

for the world?

Dr. X. Treme: My Ph.D. is in applied

physics.  It is very helpful! I use

 essentially all skills from my old work

in this work, except the quantum

 mechanics.  3d design, electronics

design, materials physics, mecha-

nics, electromagnetism, and figuring

out how to buy weird things are all

important parts of being a research

physicist and they have all proven

critical in this job.

Before we talk about your creations,

would you mind introducing yourself

to our readers first?

Dr. X. Treme: I co-founded this

 company with Alexandra Ars.  She

was the web, art, branding, marke-

ting and media side of things and I

was the product side.  We now have

about a half dozen other very

 talented people who do the assem-

bly, fulfilment, customer service, and

marketing.  

You state on your website that you

”use the principles of applied

 physics to enhance current

 technologies and create funda-

mentally new products“. Can you

give us an example of what is so

new about them?

Dr. X. Treme: For the X1 what is

new is the way that it drives a dildo,

and can stimulate inside the body.

By using a much larger weight

 inside the machine than in any

 other vibrator, it is possible to get

a deep gyrating  motion of a fairly

hard dildo, which stimulates inside

the body much the way a finger

can (it also works to drive a finger!)

This means that for women whose

nerves are buried deeper inside

the internal parts of the clitoris can

get a much better sexual

 ex perience from the toy.  For the

Ambrosia, this is the first time a

dildo has been given that kind of

simple, intuitive touch sense.  The

prosthetics industry has experi -

mented with arms or legs with

touch sense that translate to

X1 can create much stronger vibrations

than most other vibrators on the market

D R .  X .  T R E M E
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I use essentially all

skills from my old

work in this work, except

the quantum mechanics.”
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“

exclusive
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 vibrators in the base, but those are not sex toys and

have not been used on dildos.  Also, the way I

 designed the pressure sensing is new.  Rather than

put sensors in the dildo, there is a hollow space inside

it, and when the dildo is touched it changes the

 volume of the air inside that space.  This in turn

changes pressure, which is sensed remotely via a 

 silicone hose.  All that is  important because the lack

of electronics in the dildo means it is easy to clean

and can be 100% body safe silicone.  Also, the way

I wrote the software for the sensing is new.  It does

not detect absolute force or pressure, but rather the

change in pressure, and how periodic it is, to mimic

a real body part, where only by applying periodic

pressure can useful  stimulation be generated.  

Do you think that the current developments 

among sex toys aren't scientific enough and 

many  companies focus too much on the design

aspect instead of paying attention to how their toys

actually work?

Dr. X. Treme: I think that the focus on design is also

great!  People are making truly beautiful things by fo-

cusing on nice materials and industrial design.  Would

more science help?  Sure.  There are a huge number

of untapped  technological opportunities out there.
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How can you actually use physics and science 

for sex toys? Isn't it a bit like cracking a nut with 

a sledgehammer?

Dr. X. Treme: It is precisely like cracking a nut with a

nut cracker.  That is using the physics of levers to make

a task much easier.  Can you crack a nut by hand?

Maybe.  Or a sledge hammer.  But both of those are

brute force.  Using a simple lever totally changes the

equation of nut cracking from force to good design,

and that applies to anything. I seek to use physics to

accomplish things in a more elegant way.

The first product Orgasmatronics released about two

years ago was the X1 Orgasmatron. How does it work

and what makes the X1 special?

Dr. X. Treme: All vibrators work by spinning a off-centre

weight around an axis.  Motors are generally much

better at moving a small thing fast than putting out a

lot of torque to move a heavy thing.  The X1 uses a

gear motor to go way up in torque and way down in

speed, so that we can spin a dramatically larger mass

around.  We use a mas of about 1/3 of a pound of

steel (about 0.15 kg).  This means that the force is much

better matched to drive a big block of silicone like a

dildo, and can much more effectively move a dildo

inside someone’s body than a normal  vibrator dildo.  
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help?  Sure.  There

are a huge number of

 untapped technological

opportunities out there.”
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The Ambrosia vibrator translates

physical contact into vibration
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You offer a range of attachments for the X1. Do they

create different sensations for the user? Which

 attachments do you offer?

Dr. X. Treme: We named all the attachments after

various female scientists from history. The Rosa is a

very soft series of bumps that is good for external

 sexual stimulation as well as back massage. The

Grace is a inside/outside dual stimulation attachment

with a curved dildo. The Polly is probably the most

 innovative, as it has a large number of flexible holes

that allow any dildo with a flared base (or  several of

them) to be coupled to the X1. This allows all shapes

and sizes of toy to be used, including anal toys. It

also has slit-like holes that can be used to put leg

straps in for hands free use.  

From what I can tell, the X1 has to be connected to

a power outlet by cable. Would a battery powered

version even be possible, or does it simply require to

much energy?
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Dr. X. Treme: That is correct.  It uses about 40 watts

of power at peak, and runs at 24V so ordinary

 batteries would be a problem. It could potentially be

battery operated with rechargeable lithium ion

 polymer batteries but getting that design right so that

the circuit is reliable and safe is tricky.  The aerospace

giant Boeing managed to screw this up and start a

bunch of fires with LiPo batteries, so I tend to think I

should avoid this until I have more money for

 substantial R&D.  

You recently released the X2, an improved version of

your first toy. How does it differ from the X1? Which

new features does it have?

Dr. X. Treme: We have been collecting customer

feedback since the X1 was released in 2012.

 Basically, the X2 is our opportunity to give customers

various improvements they've been asking for. The

X2 is a more ergonomic, stylish version of the toy

that’s even more durable than the original – the better

to guarantee it keeps on giving intense orgasms as

the years go by. The most exciting improvement going

from the X1 to the X2 is easier user handling. The

 gyration or vibration is minimized in the hand and

stronger where it counts. The attachments hold

 steadily in position instead of rotating. The position of

the pink silicone boot and cord allow for more

 precision control, and the speed dial is always within

easy reach. Plus, the cord is a manageable length

and easier to pack in a purse for a night out.

Your second sex toy, the Ambrosia Vibe, started

 shipping at the end of last year. What does it do and

why did you name it after the drink of the gods?

Dr. X. Treme: The Ambrosia vibe is, as described

above, a sort of “bionic dildo”, a strap on with touch

sensation that turns that into vibration in the base. It

allows a female  bodied person to experience sexual

stimulation from a strap on dildo, from oral sex,

 touching, stroking, or penetrative sex.  The name was

what we finally settled on after throwing away a lot of

names that were too specific about one function or

another.  In the end we wanted something that

 sounded very fun and good but didn’t tie us down to

any one function.  
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So the Ambrosia translates motion into vibration.

Which other features does it offer and how much

does it cost?

Dr. X. Treme: It costs $199 USD retail.  It’s also driven

by Arduino, so the code and electronics can be

 ported easily to other Arduino-driven sex toys that are

coming out now.

Do you sell your products in Europe? Where can

 interested retailers turn to if they want to pick up your

products? Are you working with distributors?

Dr. X. Treme: The shipping to Europe is a bit frustrating

in small volume. We do ship to Europe now but it is

expensive.  We are planning to ship in bulk to a

 warehouse so we can have much cheaper shipping,

starting in a few weeks.  We are not working with dis-

tributors at this time but if we could work out the right

price agreement would be happy to work with them

in the future.  

Orgasmatronics is about to start a crowdfunding

campaign for a product called "Master Beta Kit".

What kind of product will this be and why did you

choose to finance it via crowdfunding?

Dr. X. Treme:The Master Beta Kit is an open-source,

easy erotic engineering project that allows even a

beginner to program vibration patterns for a bullet

vibe. The kit includes an Arduino UNO, our Master Beta

shield board, a bullet vibrator, plus all the connec-

ting cords and wires. The kit will retail on Orgas -

matronics.com for $89, but campaign  supporters 

can get it for a discount. 
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This is a educational project for people who want to

build DIY electronic devices, but don’t know where to

start. The power of the maker movement has always

been broadening the participation in technology,

and that’s our goal here: give musicians, artists,

 programmers, graphic designers, etc. the ability to

build things that might normally only be accessible

to those with a engineering or physics background.

Because this product is about building the hacker

community, a grassroots movement, crowdfunding

seemed like the perfect way to get the word out and

mobilize a vibrant community. It's also a great

 opportunity to offer special low pricing, allowing even

more people to get involved. During our crowd -

funding campaign last year for the Ambrosia Vibe

bionic strap-on we discovered that Indiegogo is a

great platform for hearing and responding quickly to

contributor feedback. Orgasmatronics' mission is to

increase the diversity of sexual experience for all

people and having a quick feedback loop with

people who use our products is a great opportunity

for us to do this.

Your products seem to focus on vibrations at the

 moment. Can you imagine other fields in which

 physical science could be applied for stimulation?

Dr. X. Treme: Yes.  Artificial muscles remain a huge

goal for many different fields.  Putting something like

multi-walled carbon nano tubes into the silicone could

potentially enable the silicone itself to apply force,

which would be a huge breakthrough for sex toys.

That is still a ways off but it’s unclear how far off.  
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Artificial muscles remain a huge

goal for many different fields.

Putting something like multi-walled

carbon nano tubes into the silicone could

potentially enable the silicone itself to

apply force, which would be a huge

breakthrough for sex toys.”
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Orgasmatronics is the X2
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How was the response

when you announced

that Carnal Creative was

 planning an erotic fair for

 consumers in Great Britain,

based on the concept of the

Sexpo shows?

Nina Saini: The response has

been amazing. We have

been overwhelmed with love and support of industry

peers. Everyone involved is really excited and looking

 forward to supporting each other in making this a mutually

beneficial, enjoyable and successful show. Although we

obviously share the iconic Sexpo name, Sexpo UK will be

distinctly different show and will have a unique British

 identity. We have been granted complete creative free-

dom to produce a show that bests serves the British public. 

How did this collaboration with Sexpo evolve?

Nina Saini: We have been talking to Sexpo representatives

for many years and although they have been keen for us

to do a UK equivalent of Sexpo. It was only following

 Erotica’s departure and there being a gap in the market

for a new UK consumer show, did we seriously start

 discussing the possibility of Sexpo UK.
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Whenever you talk about erot ic t rade shows for consumers,  a name that is

 b rought  up sooner  o r  la ter  i s  Sexpo.  The Sexpo concept  has  been a

 phenomenal success in Austral ia and South Afr ica, so the popular i ty is

hardly surpr is ing. Now, Sexpo is set to conquer another market – and in

fact,  a new continent – when i t  premieres in London on Noveber 13 –

15.   Natura l ly,  EAN was cur ious  to  f ind out  more about  the f i r s t

 European Sexpo, and Nina Saini ,  the Market ing Director of  Carnal

Creative and press spokeswoman of Sexpo UK, answered al l  of our quest ions.

“Sexpo UK is a sexual lifestyle 
and health exhibition.” 

The Sexpo concept has been extremely popular in

 Australia and South Africa for many years. Do you think it

will turn out a similar success in Great Britain? How many

visitors and exhibitors do you expect?

Nina Saini: Absolutely! We only recently released our info

pack and we have already distributed this to over 100

 interested exhibitors. We have had numerous inquiries

 regarding sponsorship and mainstream media

 partnerships. In addition, we have had so many

 performers and educators get in touch expressing their

support and keenness to be involved in Sexpo UK. 

By looking at initial interest from consumers via website

 visitors, social media, mailing list sign ups and ticket sales

as part of the early bird special discount ticket offer so far,

we are on track to hit our minimum target and welcome

at least 15,000 visitors through the duration of the show.  

Would you mind explaining the Sexpo concept to 

our readers? How is it implemented in Australia 

and South Africa?

Nina Saini: The Sexpo series of events has provided a

unique visitor experience over the years and has adapted

and changed to reflect changing attitudes towards the

subject of sexual lifestyle. The main attraction of the Sexpo

brand is to provide an experience by engaging the visitor
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and providing a superb shopping

 experience along with a high energy

rock concert style adult stage

 performances.

We believe each Sexpo has its  unique

identity which is produced specifically

for that particular cultural market. In

regards to Sexpo UK, we are a sexual

lifestyle and health  exhibition which is

sexually inclusive and open to anyone

over 18. We will be providing enter-

tainment,  shopping and education in

a safe and enjoyable atmosphere. 

Can you simply adopt the concept

in Great Britain, one-to-one, or do

you have to change it to appeal to

the British consumers?

Nina Saini: We believe we needed

to adjust the show concept to  appeal

to the British consumer.  Having

 witnessed various consumer shows

over the years both in the UK and

 abroad, we have seen what works

and what  doesn’t. So it was  important

to us to provide the British public with

what they wanted.

Who is the target audience Sexpo UK

is aiming for?

Nina Saini: Sexpo UK will be a sexually

inclusive show for anyone over 18, by

this we mean we want to appeal to

all people whatever their sexual

 preference. We don’t discriminate

and we don’t exclude! The sexual

 lines are never clear cut and often

blur together. It would be a shame

not to reflect this and by constantly

talking to the public, we are hearing

loud and clear that this is what they

want too.

How do you make sure that Sexpo in

London isn't just considered a meat

market, or, put differently, how do

you want to attract couples and

women? 

Nina Saini: The easy

answer is that it

was never in-

tended and

will never

will be a

“ m e a t

market” type of show. As I mentioned

previously, Sexpo UK is a sexual life-

style and health exhibition and is

about entertainment, shopping and

education. The Sexpo UK is

 experience will be a fun, light-hear-

ted, comfor-

N I N A  S A I N I

Sexpo UK wants to cater to all adult consumers,

independent of gender or sexual preferences

Lee Schofield,

Managing Director of Carnal Creative 



table and safe environment for all our visitors. We the

variety of contributors we have wanting to get involved

we will able to cater to heterosexual and homosexual

singles and couples, as well as to those who enjoy a

more specific sexual lifestyle such as fetish or swinging,

for example. 

We are also very lucky to have a brilliant team of strong

and opinionated women who are very vocal about

what they want Sexpo UK to bring to the public. 

It may be a little early for this question, but can you

 already tell us something about the programme of the

first Sexpo in London?

Nina Saini: It’s looking really fantastic! We can’t say too

much just yet, but news will be announced shortly via

our website www.sexpo.co.uk 

How do make sure that all the various elements of the

programme amalgamate into a coherent event while

still living up to the consumers' expectations?

Nina Saini: Planning! Lots of planning and scheduling.

We have been busily working away behind the scenes

make sure Sexpo UK delivers on all fronts. 

The event takes place in

 Olympia Hall, which

had been the location

of Erotica for a long

time. Now that Erotica

is no longer  taking

place, do you want to

fill this gap with Sexpo

UK? Is there great

 demand for an erotic

trade show among

 Londoners?
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Nina Saini: As Sexpo UK will actually take place in a

different hall at the London Olympia, to that of

 previous Erotica shows. So the look and the feel of

Sexpo UK will be different to other adult consumer

shows. We know there is a demand for an adult

 consumer show, which is why we ultimately decided

to launch Sexpo UK. 

Which channels do you use to advertise Sexpo? 

For  instance, how do you create awareness for the

show in the mainstream media?

Nina Saini: We will be implementing a multi-platform

and aggressive marketing and advertising campaign

across online, broadcast and print media. We are

 currently in negotiations with potential mainstream

 media partners, which will also assist in creating 

brand awareness.

Who can interested companies turn to if they want

to present their products at your event?

Nina Saini: If you’re interested in exhibiting, then 

Jonny is your man. He can be reached on

 jonathan@carnalcreative.com For sponsorship

 opportunities, it’s the boy Schofield who can be

 contacted on lee@carnalcreative.com and to

 discuss your  marketing needs or to find out anything

you wanted to know about Sexpo but were afraid to

ask, contact Nina on nina@carnalcreative.com 

Are there already plans for other events in other British

cities, or will you wait and see how the debut in

 London pans out before you start thinking about more

Sexpos in the UK?

Nina Saini: Right now, all our energy and focus is on

Sexpo UK in London. We will see how Sexpo 2015

goes and we will take it from there. 
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Here in Europe, we seldom hear about the Brazilian

market? How is your country doing? What's the

 economic situation?

Paulo Arêdes: The current scenario in the Brazilian

 economy is one of extreme changes due to poor

 management by our political leaders. We are going

through a restructuring process that already affected the

exchange rate and the tax burden, generating inflation

and increasing the cost of credit for businesses. It is a bitter

medicine, but it is necessary for the resumption of long-

term growth. According to market experts, the positive

 impact of these adjustments will only be noticed in 2016.

Until then, we will experience a tense market situation.
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We have our doubts that EAN is being read in the Antarct ic, but apar t f rom that,  this erot ic

t rade magazine has readers on al l  of  the other s ix  cont inents,  wi th most  hai l ing f rom

Europe, natural ly.  But there are also people l ike Paulo  Arêdes, who is  f rom Brazi l ,  the

 biggest  and most populous countr y in South America. He is  the managing di rector  of

 Sociedade Mineira de Cosméticos e Argigos Erót icos /Erót ika Toys, a company that has

been successful  marketing erot ic products via direct dist r ibut ion. In our inter view, he takes

on the mantle of v i r tual tour ist  guide and gives us a tour of the Brazi l ian erot ic market and

the cur rent developments.

What are the current developments in the Brazilian erotic

market?

Paulo Arêdes: I believe that the Brazilian erotic market is

on a maturing path; however, this happens at a slow

pace. I see a clearer positioning of the companies in re-

gards to sales channels and strategic projects as they

are fortifying their brands adding value to their products.

Female consumers, couples products, brands – 

are these also the dominating themes in your market?

Paulo Arêdes: Of course. These themes are part of any

market and Brazil is no different. As said above, entrepre-

neurs and leading companies are on a constant quest

exclusive
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“I believe that the Brazilian 
erotic market is on a maturing path.”

The Brazilian erotic market is far from saturated
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to create and maintain their brands

because it is known that while the

market matures, the "branding" work

makes a huge difference. Products

for female consumers and straight

couples still account for 90% of our

market, and they are continuously

successful and expanding among

younger people as the younger

 generations are divested of prejudi-

ces and taboos.

In many countries, products for men

are becoming more popular again.

Is that also the case in Brazil?

Paulo Arêdes: Yes, we noticed the

growth of male products in foreign

markets in the recent years, and it's

reflected in Brazil as well. Some com-

panies created entire lines aimed 

to the male consumers. I do not

 believe we will achieve such impres-

sive numbers as in European coun-

tries and in the USA, because the

prejudice and traditional back-

ground - or even shyness - of the

Brazilian men still pose a stumbling

block to the  immediate increase in

demand for these products.

Which other trends are having an

impact on the Brazilian market at

the moment?

Paulo Arêdes: The artistic and cultural

spheres have been great allies of our

market. Sexuality and sensuality have

awoken in the general public. That's

also a reason why many writers, field-

related journalists, and screen writers

have been spicing up their texts and

introduce the world of sex toys to the

imagination of the readers/viewers

who thus come to have a less

 marginalised perception of our work

and become more likely to experi-

ment. And that is surely the best way

to increase the demand.

Some time ago, you called the

 Brazilian market a market of infinite

possibilities. Is that still the case, or

are you nearing market saturation?

Paulo Arêdes: That is still the case.

The universe of possibilities is increa-

singly clear and saturation is quite

distant. What we see is that, with the

maturing of our market, it is no longer

possible to be part of or remain in it

without enough acknowledgement,

know-how, and professionalism.

Are there segments of the market

where you'd like to see certain im-

provements? Which challenges is the

Brazilian erotic market faced with?

Paulo Arêdes: Although I can notice

improvements, I miss a clear positio-

ning of the channels. There are com-

panies that do not have their identity

formed and meet multiple channels

without much expression in any of

them. It is known that the multi-chan-

nel work is feasible and efficient but

you need strategies and differentia-

ted positioning in each channel

which does not really happen here.

One example is the price practice

P A U L O  A R Ê D E S
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Sales courses for the  consultants of Erótika

Toys in Sao Paulo at the end of 2014



between distributors and retailers that have access to the

same supplier and do not work with differentiated profit

margins, turning a healthy market competition into a

 predatory one.

Does the low per-capita income of the Brazilian people

keep the erotic market from realising its full potential?

Paulo Arêdes: The low per-capita income definitely affects

our erotic market, but I would not say that this prevents it

from achieving its full potential. In fact,

as I have said in our previous interview,

one of the barriers of our market – even

with all the tropical and sensual appeal

that surrounds our country - is the preju-

diced background of a largely Catholic

country. Thanks to the younger genera-

tions, this deep- rooted prejudice is

 turning into pure shyness: People with

inner desires to spice up their sexual lives but do not dare

tact on them and/or are blind folded from sexual freedom

and sexual individuality. We cannot expect to have 100%

of our population open-minded about sex toys or sexuality,

but our market has been working and changing, and the

barrier is slowly coming down as time goes by.

And what about your company? Are you happy with the

current developments?

Paulo Arêdes: Well, it is known that entrepreneurs work

in the present and forecast their business plans for times
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ahead, and it is no different with me. Our company is

expanding, and although the current political and

 economic scenario in our country is not too promising,

we all at "A SÓS" bet on another booming year. 

Are there plans to incorporate other channels of

 distribution into your business strategy, apart from 

door-to-door direct sales?

Paulo Arêdes: In June 2015, the company will go

through some structural changes, and

 following the trend of other direct sales

companies in Brazil, we will open up to

the retail channel. The sales made

through this channel will generate a bonus

for the consultants next to the consumer

who made the purchase. In doing so, we

safeguard the value of our sales force in

the field.

Why do you focus on door-to-door sales? Why is this

channel of distribution better suited for the Brazilian

 market than others?

Paulo Arêdes: It is not about suitability. But this

 commercial strategy is based on a model that already

works well in our country with well-known brands of

 cosmetics and food supplements, and it has been an

interesting way of creating demand; the product comes

to the customer and not the other way round. And only

direct sale can make this happen.
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What about the other channels of distribution? Do they

also evolve and grow as the market expands, or are there

certain channels that can't keep up with the develop-

ments and lose popularity?

Paulo Arêdes: The other channels surely evolve and grow

along with the market expansion and according to their

niche. One good example would be the erotic boutiques

that are taking the space of traditional sex shops with their

chic feel, modern and less aggressive layout. A place

well planned for its purpose.

One of the problems you are faced with in traditional

 business models is to create demand because the

 consumer has to come to the product while in the direct

sales model, the opposite is the case. Moreover, the private

environment of direct sales can also lead the consumer

to feel more comfortable to get to know and seek the

best alternatives to improve their sexual well-being.

What can you tell us about the general acceptance of

sex-related products in Brazil? Are there any develop-

ments indicating that the mainstream market is embra-

cing erotic products?

Paulo Arêdes: The media exposure and openness to erotic

products make the market grow and really draw the

 attention of the mainstream market. We can see some

mainstream brands introducing “softcore” sex-related

 products to profit from this demand. I would say that it is a

flirt, not an embrace.

Mainstream-affinity means more consumers on one side,

but it also means more competition as mainstream

 companies see the potential of this market and try to ex-

ploit it. So is it rather boon or bane? What is your opinion?
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Paulo Arêdes: I have often asked myself this question.

Today, I have a clearer vision about it, especially if we take

into consideration a critical analysis of more developed

markets than ours: Here in Brazil it is neither boon, nor bane

because due to local regulations, the two markets cannot

mingle in several aspects the way we see in Germany and

other European countries or in the USA. The mainstream

market finds its ways to flirt with the erotic market but making

a connection from the other side, that is quite more difficult.

The line between sensuality and pornography is very thin,

and the large corporations always have fears of jeopardi-

sing their reputable brands so they develop erotic lines -

generally traditional products with a touch of sex appeal –

and do not really step into the erotic universe, while the

established companies specialised in erotic products wish

to keep a certain exclusivity of the market. That said, both

are  managing to work under a healthy competition.

Do you expect that the 50 Shades of Grey movie will have

a big impact? Can it add new momentum to the erotic

market by getting more consumers interested in these

kinds of products?

Paulo Arêdes: Here in Brazil, the impact of “50 Shades of

Grey” started with the book trilogy and is being boosted

by the film. Our market has had never created or sold so

many items and sets related to fetish before Grey and

Anastasia's saga. The power of persuasion of this film is

amazing. We expected a more explicit exposure of the

products in the film, more like they are described in the

book, but either way, we have to thank Universal Studios

for the visual experience of an universe that is quite

 unknown to the great majority of people.

What do you think: How will the erotic market in Brazil de-

velop and change over the course of the next ten years?

Paulo Arêdes: A long-term diagnosis about this or any

other market is very risky, especially in an emerging coun-

try where we have no stability on financial and commer-

cial policies. Our company’s current developments and

financial investments clearly show our medium and long-

term business plans, and they show what we believe in

and what is yet to be explored. There still isn’t one com-

pany big enough to be taken as a market reference.

This position is still vacant, and we are working to get it as

soon as possible.
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How would you describe the current situation in the

Australian erotic market?

Rob Godwin: The Australian erotic marketplace is in a

steady sales position. The general sales of products

have been consistent over the last year but the retail

landscape is more competitive – in terms of number of

competitors and the fight for disposable income from

other leisure/lifestyle activities. Online sales have shown

growth generally but bricks and mortar stores have been

had a harder year due to increasing fixed cost, higher

labour costs and the expansion of internet sales. 

What can you tell us about the individual distribution

channels for erotic products in Australia?

Rob: Most of the erotic products are still sold via tradi-

tional adult stores, but online sales and boutique retail

has grown. There has been a significant increase in

small online retailers and stores that cross over between

lingerie, lifestyle products and erotic toys. One area of

growth is the development of intimate products in phar-

macy. A number of European brands have increased

the exposure and sales in pharmacy such as pjur and

Swoon, but these products have distinctive branding to

differentiate the conservative beginners products to

 traditional adult product packaging. Disappointingly

there is growth in the daily deal websites where domestic
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Rob Godwin is  the founder and CEO of  The Love Group and Love Pharmacy. Based in

 Br isbane, Austral ia, The Love Group exclusively brand manages and dist r ibutes products

such as  Fi f ty  Shades of  Grey Of f ic ia l  P leasure Col lect ion,  Sqweel ,  Doxy,  Pu lse by Hot

 Octopuss, Swoon, Joyboxxx, and many more in Austral ia. In addit ion to that,  pjur Group

Austral ia is  managed by The Love Group as wel l .  And s ince Rob is also the former head of

Sexpo International, he is t ruly an exper t on the Austral ian erotic market. The cur rent status

of this market was one of the topics we talked about in this inter view in great detai l .

wholesalers and international brands have dumped

stuck in Australia, at low prices. This is bad for business

from every level. Bad for the image of the wholesalers,

bad for the brands that are sold cheaply, and

 destructive to the margins that normal retailers can

charge. Too often consumers price match in store to

the deal websites. This will destroy medium term and

long term sales for all retailers

How is the brick and mortar trade doing? And what

about the e-commerce segment, the homeparty

 market? Also, are vibrators and the like selling well in

the mainstream market?

Rob: Bricks and mortar stores have progressed in inves-

ting in the look and feel of the stores. POS systems have

improved significantly, and the stores are reinvesting in

new fixture and fittings etc.  General retail has improved

in Australia and adult stores have got to keep pace

with the overall level of presentation. Those that don’t,

don’t keep up! Some stores have been effected by

the changing laws in the sale of vapour products

and social tonics, which has had an effect on cash

flow and range of products they can sell.

E-commerce is now entrenched in the Australian

buying experience. The volume of business has

increased significantly in all sectors of e com-

The status quo of the Australian erotic market

exclusive
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The erotic market in Australia is on

the right path – embracing technology,

investing in store experiences, 

and building online platforms.”
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 in Australia, but not as much 

Rob Godwin

and his wife, Keri 



merce, especially erotic products. The number of

 websites selling products has increased significantly and

some of the main domestic websites have been hit by

strong overseas competitors. On the reverse, home -

parties have reduced due to the availability of products

online and how the products are sold online (videos,

multiple images, ratings etc) – all the information is there

to sell products so you don’t need a party plan to see

the products any more.

Since we're talking about the e-commerce segment:

In many European countries, Amazon is putting a lot of

pressure on smaller online shops. Is Amazon also such

an overwhelming competitor in Australia?

Rob: Amazon is not in Australia (yet!). But a lot of 

e-commerce is being done with Amazon and shipped

directly from the USA. Like it or not, Amazon is here and

here to stay.  So domestically, you either learn to counter

the effects of Amazon (price and range) and counter

this threat with service and shopping experience, or

offer the same services Amazon does.  

How would you describe the economic situation in

 Australia in general? Are the consumers readily

 spending their disposable income?

Rob: Consumers have cash in Australia, but not as much

as a few years ago. Overall, Australia is doing well in

comparison to Europe and America but you have to

fight a lot harder for every dollar. There is more compe-

tition in the industry, but more competition for your

 disposable income such as outdoor activities, electronic

goods, and entertainment. It could be a lot worse, but

could still be a little better!

Does the general economic situation have great influ-

ence on the market for adult products? Is the erotic

market crisis-proof?

Rob: The changing dollar has had a significant effect

on price of goods. During the GFC we were at parity

with the US dollar. Now is it at 75c – 25 point change in

2 years. This increases prices to the stores and the

 consumers. Interest rates are low and fuel prices are

the biggest factor on disposable income, which have

also been low, which is good for erotic business. But we

are certainly not crisis proof 
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Which products are in high demand at the moment?

Rob: Distinctive and original products are selling well.

Examples of these are The Pulse by Hot Octopuss. This

multi award winning device helps guys with erectile

 dysfunction and fits a purpose and works! We have sold

more units per head of population than any other

 country. Other products like Womanizer are popular,

new app technology and of course… Fifty Shades of

Grey.  The core products/brands still sell well such as

pjur, Cal Exotics, Fun Factory etc.

More and more vibrators embrace modern technolo-

gies, e.g. app controls. Does this trend appeal to the

Australian consumers as well?

Rob: Like most Western countries, new tech is a must

have. We-Vibe 4+ has been popular and the new Kiiroo

should do well. The video camera vibes have had a lot

of publicity. This is an area that will grow a lot in the next

12 months

It seems as if the consumers in Europe and the United

States are focussing more and more on high-quality

products and brands. Is the situation Down Under

 similar?
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Rob: The key element isn't necessarily high end products

but the right publicity and marketing.  At The Love Group,

we are a full brand management company and spend

considerable time and money on

marketing, both on and offline, to

create the demand in store for our

products.  As a brand management

and distributor, you need to create

the demand to deliver the results.

 Traditional wholesalers with high quality

products have to offer a lot more for their retail partner

than just box moving! You have to do a lot more for

high end and cheaper products

Do factors like the 50 Shades of Grey craze influence

the Australian consumer? Are the people becoming

more accepting of sex toys?

Rob: Fifty Shades of Grey is the biggest adult brand in

the world now. Whilst the opinion on the film will always

be mixed, there is no other media event that has focu-

sed so much attention on the adult industry. The greatest

outcome from Fifty Shades has been the opportunity

for all sexes, ages and genres to discuss their sex lives.

Fifty Shades has given them the licence to communi-

cate and express their thoughts and desires. This has

resulted in great sales for the Fifty Shades of Grey Official
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Pleasure Collection Approved by EL James, and other

knock-off/me too brands.

We have utilised the films release by implementing a

multi layered marketing plan with in

store designs, extensive POS dis-

plays, film premieres in each state,

and media coverage in magazi-

nes, TV, radio and social media. This

has resulted in mainstream aware-

ness which has helped to increase

the acceptance of sex toys by the general public   

Women and couples are the key audience of the erotic

market today, also in Australia. Have you already

 reached all the women who are going to buy an erotic

product, or is there still growth to be achieved?

Rob: The percentage in growth of female buyer has

vastly improved for adult stores from around 10% in

1990s to nearly 50% today. Online customers would be

higher for female buyers. But we haven’t reached the

full potential of female buyers.  This will be reached

when more products are available in a wider range of

stores, not just adult stores.

Is the Australian trade, both brick and mortar and on-

line, keeping up with this development? Can it cater to
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the needs of the new audiences and live up to their ex-

pectations regarding modern, appealing sales outlets?

Rob: The stores are improving in look and feel. They still

have a long way to go, in comparison to mainstream

stores but the gab is widening. Online isn’t a domestic

battlefield, it’s a global battlefield. So you should be

ready to compete not only with the adult brand in the

same town, but other adult online brands from around

the world.

The true test of whether retail stores have a future, is

their ability to mix store sales and online sales, and how

they embrace technology going forward.  

One of the biggest problems the Australian erotic

 market is faced with is that there are different laws

 regarding the sale of erotic products in the various

 territories. Has there been a change, or is an improve-

ment in sight at least? Which other stumbling blocks

are holding back the Australian erotic market?

Rob: The biggest stumbling block is government. For

a liberal and laid back country, we have a very

 conservative federal and local government. Together

with small business red tape, and cost of labour –

these are the main points which effect adult business.

Inconsistent laws between states also effects the ability
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for adult companies to have a standardised sales

across the country.  

The key change has been getting Fiona Patten into

 government. She is the leader of the Australian Sex Party

and with the support of major companies such as Club

X/Sexpo, Off Ya Tree, pjur Group and  many others, she

has been able to gain a seat in the Victorian Govern-

ment. This is a significant change to the status quo, and

should result in more progressive policies being introdu-

ced to Victorian and around the country.

Let's look at the road ahead: What will the erotic market

Down Under look like ten years from now? What has to

happen for this market to realise its full potential?

Rob: The erotic market in Australia is on the right path –

embracing technology, investing in store experiences,

and building online platforms. In ten years from now,

the Australian marketplace will be dominated by those

that adapt to all these elements the quickest, and

 putting the consumer first.  This means bringing the

 industry more into mainstream and being an accepted

part of every day life.  We shouldn’t be the dark and

dodgy adult store in the wrong end of town… we need

to be in the main high street, with a great shopping

 experience, in sync with online tech!
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Beate Uhse and South Korea - that is not necessarily

the most obvious combination. How did the

 decision to take this step come about?

Berry Koldewijn: For us, it is a very logical combination;

South Korea is an exciting emerging economy with a

high gross national product. They adore European

brands and are developing an interest in erotic

 products. Beate Uhse is the expert regarding the erotic

industry and has the desire to expand its activities on a

global scale. In South Korea, we will be able to satisfy

the current curiosity regarding adult products while

 getting the chance to establish ourselves as the market

leader in the South  Korean erotic industry. 

Businessman Josef Kim will take care of Beate Uhse's

activities in South Korea. What makes him the perfect

partner for this endeavour?

Berry Koldewijn: Josef Kim really is the perfect person

to develop the Beate Uhse brand in South Korea. Josef

has enjoyed part of his education in Germany, and

during his time there developed a perfect understan-

ding of the German market and the brand Beate Uhse.

It became his ambition to bring Beate Uhse to South

Korea, an ambition that will now be realised. Josef has

a very broad network and the right contacts to make

this endeavour a big success. Besides his business 
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Sou th  Ko rea  i s  go ing  to  be  Beate  Uhse ' s

f i r s t  fo ray in to  the As ian market .  Why they

chose to  s tar t  the i r  exp lorat ion of  As ia  in

South Korea,  Ber r y  Ko ldewi jn ,  the D i rector

o f  Sca la  P layhouse ,  exp la in s  i n  ou r

 in te r v iew.  He a l so  expla ins  which s t ra tegy

the European erot ic  company wi l l  pursue

to  ga in  a  foo tho ld  i n  Sou th  Ko rea ,  and

what  ro le  bus inessman  Josef  K im p lays  in  

the i r  p lans .

qualities, he is also a very intelligent man with a degree 

as an nuclear scientist, which only makes him 

more remarkable!

How much potential for Beate Uhse do you see in the

South Korean market?

Berry Koldewijn: We see massive potential! The market

for adult products in South Korea is growing rapidly and

we expect Beate Uhse to satisfy the increasing demand

for high-quality, fashionable erotic products. Throughout

the past few years, we’ve seen that women have

 become the main consumers of adult products, not

just in Europe, but also in South Korea; the South Korean

woman is just as confident, playful, and in touch with

her sexuality as her European counterpart. Beate Uhse

wants to give South Korea the chance to ‘Join the

 experience’ and explore their sensual desires. 

How would you describe the South Korean erotic market?

Berry Koldewijn: The South Korean erotic market has

 recently developed drastically.  Previously, sex toys where

often imported illegally from China and Japan;

 meaning that the safety and quality of the products

could not be guaranteed. However, this is now a thing

of the past. You’ll now find bright, approachable, and

fashionable adult stores in the trendiest districts of Seoul. 
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“The market for adult products
in South Korea is growing rapidly.” 

Beate Uhse expands in Asia

exclusive

Signing the contract:

Berry Koldewijn and Josef Kim 





What can you tell us about the structures of the South

Korean market? Are they comparable to the European

market? Is there a traditional chain of

 supply, made up of producer-wholesa-

ler-retailer? 

Berry Koldewijn: Yes, they are compa-

rable. There are producers, wholesalers,

and retailers, with a large focus on 

e-commerce retailers. 

South Korea is highly advanced and al-

ways quick to adapt new technologies,

but what about the social acceptance

of erotic products? And how important

is e-commerce for the erotic market?

Berry Koldewijn: As stated earlier, the

 social acceptance of erotic products is

already there. The South Korean market

is very open-minded, fashionable, and

focused on self-exploration and individual expression.

The South Korean consumers are very digitally orienta-

ted, meaning a strong e-commerce presence is crucial.

We will therefore launch a Beate Uhse online shop in

line with the distribution of our products over the existing

adult retail stores. Our main goal is a strong online and

offline presence, with a Beate Uhse e-commerce store,

but also a Beate Uhse flagship store in Seoul. We want

customers to be able to see, feel, and experience the

products, and a flagship store is the perfect way to give

them a full brand experience. Which is exactly what we

aim for; we want them to - as our slogan states - ‘Join

the experience’. 

Different countries, different customs – which laws, rules,

and regulations do companies have to deal with if they

want to import (adult) products to South Korea?
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Berry Koldewijn: There is a lot of paperwork involved;

there are special permits a company needs to obtain

in order to import products in South Korea. We have

 secured the relevant documents, which means we’ll

be able to import in South Korea with the same ease

we currently import in - for example – Belgium. 

The products that Beate Uhse develops and/or distribu-

tes are invariably coupled to our western consumer

 society. Are they also compatible with the tastes, wishes,

and expectations of the South Korean consumer?

Berry Koldewijn: Most definitely.

There is great demand for Euro-

pean products and European

design aesthetics. This means

our products will be marketed in

the same fashion. Of course,

there will always be minor diffe-

rences in product preferences

between individual countries,

and we’ll definitely take that into

account. That said, we are

 confident that our products will

be a great match fpr the South

Korean consumer society.   

What are your plans for South

Korea? Given your role as a

wholesaler, will you restrict yourself to supplying the

 Korean market with products, or are you also going to

be involved in the marketing of your products?

Berry Koldewijn: We will be involved in everything, from

the selection of products to the marketing and presen-

tation of our brand. Beate Uhse is a strong brand with

strong brand values; we will do everything we can to

ensure that these values are communicated correctly.

Of course, the marketing will be targeted specifically at

the South Korean consumers, meaning that we’ll aim to

maximise the impact of Beate Uhse as the new South

Korean expert on sexuality. 

Are there other markets outside Europe Beate Uhse

would like to expand into?

Berry Koldewijn: We are taking steps to become a

 global presence; you’ll just have to wait and see! 
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.................

Beate Uhse is the

 expert regarding the

erotic industry and has the

desire to expand its acti-

vities on a global scale.”

................................ 

“

Beate Uhse plans to open a

flagship store in Seoul 
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Who or what is your biggest inspiration?

Paul Waudby: Working alongside my brother Gary is a

great inspiration for me. Mainly the work ethic and

 commitment he had to the business over 15 years is a

great example for me.

What was your childhood ambition? 

Paul Waudby: I always wanted to be in business, I wasn’t

quiet sure what my entry path was but I loved managing

tasks, working as a team and being creative.

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Paul Waudby: Claire is the head buyer at XTrader, and

she is also my sister, so when I was 18 and still playing live

music I ended up in the warehouse on a temporary basis.

I’m very grateful for her offering me the position, which

grew into a full time role; it couldn’t of happened at a

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

Paul Waudby
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Questions & Answers 

exclusive

I 'm afraid there's no gett ing around i t .  We

just  HAVE to begin th is  edi t ion of  Monthly

Mayhem by blar ing out  that  Paul  Waudby

from Br i t ish company Idweb (Xtrader) used

to be in a heavy metal band. But l ike every-

th ing in  our  Month ly  Mayhem, th i s  i s  not

about sensat ional ism; instead, we want to

show less well-known and unexpected facets

about the people work ing in our  indust r y.

And apar t f rom his past as a musician, there

is a lot you probably didn't  know about Paul

Waudby. So let 's  get r ight to i t  . . .

greater time due to me leaving my musical commitments

a few months after. My brother offered me an office

 position later that year, and that’s where it all began.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be 

doing now? 

Paul Waudby: When I was in the band I thought about

doing artist management seriously but as an adult the

adult industry is all I’ve known; it was my first real job.

 However I’ve been designing / coding from a young age

so I always knew that a media or computer-based

 profession was on the horizon. 

What was the biggest step in your career? 

Paul Waudby: Transitioning from a live musician to a

 warehouse operative was a big shift but I think moving

from the warehouse to the office and really driving the

business forwards is the biggest step I’ve taken so far.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Paul Waudby: I see myself continuing to be part of a

great team running businesses within the adult industry. I

hope new projects will take me to new places and

 experience living in other countries.
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Which success are you proud of? 

Paul Waudby: The re-branding of the

dropship service, including new

 website functionality, name (XTrader)

and logo was probably the biggest

step the service has taken in terms of

aesthetics, it was great to be the lead

behind this.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?  

Paul Waudby: I’d like to say I’m hard

working, dedicated, and reliable.  

Which advice could you never

 forget?

Paul Waudby: My dad has given me

a lot of good advice, he’s very old

school and seen a lot in life; I find his

advice regarding trust and under-

standing people has helped me 

the most throughout the years.

What song do you sing in the

 shower? 

Paul Waudby: Anything Beyoncé.

Who would you never ever like to see

naked?

Paul Waudby: Hopefully never Frank

Kok, I’ve heard terrible things.

With whom would you like to go to

the cinema and what film would 

you watch?

Paul Waudby: Margot Robbie is my

celebrity crush so I’d have to take

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

How do you envisage the future of

the love toy industry?

Paul Waudby: I predict more main-

stream companies will offer sex toys

in the UK. As we’ve seen in the US,

Walmart have been selling sex toys

for a year or so now, this is in my eyes

is a gate way into repeat online sales.

What is your idea of a perfect 

working day? 

Paul Waudby: I love the days I get

lost in a project, whether it is coding

work, web design or something

 graphics based. Time flies and its

actually really relaxing getting stuck

into something.

How do you relax after work? 

Paul Waudby: There really isn’t much

relax time after office hours, as I have

2 other projects I spend time on, so

by the time I’m done working and

been to the gym all the relaxing I get

done is sleeping! 

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner? 

Paul Waudby: I would have to say

our lead programmer Shaun, he has

over 25 years experience and really

is a guru. He’s been with us since day

1 and is responsible for all of the  

high-end development at Idweb. 

Just speaking to him makes me 

more  intelligent.

her; I’m not too fussed about what

we watch.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Paul Waudby: I’d love to travel across

America, I’m in the love with the

states, hopefully I’d meet my future

wife so I could move there. I think LA

is for me, so if there’s anyone reading

this, offers welcome.

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island? 

Paul Waudby: I think I’d bring Bear

Grylls, my mobile and some bacon,

I think we’d have a really nice time.

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be? 

Paul Waudby: I think every guy would

want to try a woman’s body for a

day, just to experience what it feels

like to be able to cook and clean. 

Is there anything you would never do

again? 

Paul Waudby: I missed my fight on

the way home from Ibiza, by 24

hours. I mean that was pretty terrifying

at the time, I never thought I’d fear

the thought of being stuck in Ibiza. 

Do you have some good advice you

want to share with our readers?

Paul Waudby: Make sure you check

your flight times correctly.

...........................

I’d like to say I’m hard working,

 dedicated, and reliable.”

......................................“
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